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ABSTRACT 

This report covers all the specification development of the Online Shopping 

Administration Subsystem. The first part covers the introduction of the project 

including the project overview, problem definitions, project objectives and scopes, 

project schedule and expected outcomes. Also includes a brief explanation about the 

interaction of this subsystem with the Online Shopping Submission and Processing 

Subsystem, which is developed by my teammate. The second part is the literature 

review. This part covers the introduction of electronic commerce and online 

shopping, features of the online shopping softwares available in the market, data 

mining technology, programming languages, web development tools, database 

technology and also security issues. The third part is the project development 

methodology. It covers the de cription of reasons, justification and strength in the 

chosen methodology. The fourth and fifth parts cover the requirement analysis and 

system design. Through the project objectives and analysis conducted on the 

available technologies, the requirements of the system (functional and non 

functional requirements, hardware and software requirements) were identified and 

the overall design of the system was developed. The sixth part covers the system 

implementation that involved the transformation of modules and algorithm into 

implementable commands by using the specified programming languages. The 

seventh part covers the system testing to prove that whether the system can perform 

based on the system requirements and specifications. The final part covers the 

problems encountered during system development process, the solutions taken, 

system evaluation by end users, the strength and limitation of the system, future 

enhancement of the system, knowledge and experience gained and conclusion 

towards the project. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

I. I Project Overview 

Nowadays, it has become a trend for oversea companies especially for those 

large and successful companies to have an online shopping system. Organizations 

have seen the bright future of the on-line sale market. They take this as an 

opportunity to expand and globalize their company. A lot of money was spent to 

own a leased line and Web servers in order to host their commercial Web site and 

provide the on-line sale service. 

This Online Shoppin 1 Administration Subsystem is a web-based tool, which 

is used by administrator to archive the customer order, the information of customers, 

suppliers and products and calculate the sale of products. This subsystem is part of 

the system that we have called as "Online Shopping System". It is set to improve 

services and upgrade the efficiency of the existing online shopping system. 

In this subsystem, all the information of customers and transaction data will 

be study and analyze in order to identify the best customers. Then e-retailer can use 

this valuable information to identify market segments, plan, manage campaigns, 

develop tratcgies to attract more customers and interact with them in a personal 

way. Finally, it can help to decrease costs, increase sales and build long-lasting 

customer relationships. 
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1.2 Problem Definition 

Below is the problem that has been recognized in most existing Online Shopping 

Administration Subsystem: 

).- Inefficient customer data management 

No tool is provided to examine large pools of current and potential customer 

data in order to identify customers' on-line buying patterns, and understand their 

online behavior. It is such a waste since we can use this valuable information to 

design websites that better target, attract, engage, and retain current and future 

customers. 

1.3 Project Objectives 

The objectives ofOnline Shopping Administration Subsystem arc specified below: 

~ Provides a system that can used to manage the customer personal 

information and customer order. 

);;;>. Provides a system that can used to manage the supplier information and 

product information. 

);;;>. Provides inventory control. 

);;;>. Identify customers' on line buying patterns and understand their online 

behavior. 

):> Use cu tomers' information to identify market segments, plan, manage 

campaigns. develop strategies to attract more customers and interact with 

them in a personal way. 
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1.4 Project Scope 

There arc two students involved in developing the Online Shopping System. 

This system is divided into two subsystems, which arc Online Shopping Submission 

And Processing ubsystcm and Online Shopping Administration Subsystem. This 

project will mainly focus on Online Shopping Administration Subsystem. 

Online Shopping System 

Online Shopping 
Submission und Proccssin ' 

Subsystem 

Online hopping 
Administration Subsystem 

I• igurc 1.1 Online Shopping System 

The scope of this subsystem covers the areas as specified below: 

> Product ordering information such as item, amount, pnce and product 

description. 

> Customer information such as name, address, age, occupation, income, etc. 

> Inventory control including amount of stock, co t and profit. 

> Product upplier information such as company's name, the type of products 

it provide . etc. 

Y Security of the system 

I 

·' 
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Basically, the core function or this Online Shopping Administration 

Subsystem is searching and rctricvinu information from the database, adding, 

deleting and updutin 1 the database. 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
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1.6 Expected Outcome 

Below arc the expected outcomes of the project: 

>- The Online Shopping Administration Subsystem will includes most of the 

business function that needed for retailing. These include inventory control, 

database management, etc. Due to the lack of time, the function of the 

subsystem will be limited to the basic business function. 

~ This subsystem can be integrated with Online Shopping Submission and 

Processing Subsystem to form the Online Shopping System. 

>-- The Online Shopping System can interact in a more personal way with users 

and identify users' online buying patterns and online shopping behavior. 

'r The Online Shopping System .un improve services and upgrade the 

efficiency or the cxistin I system. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

LITERA TORE REVIEW 

2.1 Electronic Commerce 

Electronic commerce, or e-commerce, is the use of computers and 

electronic communications networks in doing business. It is a business tool that can 

be used to enhance business efficiency and effectiveness. E-commerce covers 

many aspects of communication, marketing, sales, publishing and customer service 

such as customer research, advertising, promotions, information publishing and 

dissemination, pre-sales enquiries, purchasing. transaction. funds transfer, public 

relation, delivery, production, after-sales service. customer support, etc. 

l~lcclronic commerce provides a new way of doing business to retailer, 

which will supersedes many traditional commercial relationships. By using 

Internet-related technology, Electronic commerce brings benefits and cost-effective 

opportunities not just to large corporations and government departments, but also 

small to medium business in operating their business locally and internationally. 

2.2 Online Shopping 

2.2.1 What is Online Shopping'? 

Online shopping has grown greatly in just a few year times to become a 

multi-billion dollar industry. It is predicted to continue to grow greatly in the 

future. Online shopping basically is the ability or method to purchase goods and 

services from our home or office through computer. The procedures of purchasing 
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are just same as the procedures that we would do in a regular store. To begin the 

online shopping, we must connect to any onlinc shopping website, browse their 

products and put all the selected items into the virtual "shopping cart". To finish the 

online shopping, we must proceed to the virtual "check out". 

2.2.2 Growth Of Online Shopping 

There are over 70,000 new websites put on the Internet every hour. Internet 

traffic is doubling every three months. Projected annual Internet commerce revenue 

has grown from $35 billion in 1998 to $1.4 - $3.2 trillion in 2003. (Taken ji-0111 

CISCO Systems WEB Site) 

2.2.3 Advantages And Disadvantages Of Online Shopping 

2.2.3. l Advantages 

;.... Variety 

Through online shopping, we are given an innumerable amount of products. 

There are many different kinds of products such as books, clothes, mobile 

phone, software, etc. Our choices for each kind of product are greatly 

increased. 

>-- Easy to find 

We can track down the list of all top vendors of a particular product by using 

the search engines on Internet, which will shorten the time for gathering 

information compare to the conventional ways of phone directories. 

udvcrtiscmcnts and word or mouth. 

I 
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> Best Prices 

We arc given the chance to compare the price or product since it is very easy 

for us to access so many vendors. There arc many sites such as DcalPilot 

(lilt 1:/h~"" .ckcilpilot.c~1111) provides service of finding best prices for the 

product we want by scanning several online stores. 

> Time efficient 

Buying product in shopping mall will cause us to spend time in queuing up 

to pay money. Through online shopping, we need not to do so. Besides that, 

online shopping also saves our time in delivery. For example, many airlines 

now provide electronic tickets. Arter we purchase the ticket on line, our job is 

finished. We can ict the ticket from airport check in and no need to wait at 

the travel agency anymore. 

;..... Convenient 

Online shopping is open 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Time is no more 

a problem. We can shop whenever we want. If there are any interruptions, 

we can stop our shopping and continue our shopping later when we want to. 

> Hard to find and specialized items 

Through online shopping, we can access those products that we are rarely 

come into contact with. For example, we can find hand-made items from 

many craftsmen that are only available at certain country fairs and 

community bazaars. 

l) 
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> Low pressure 

In real life shopping, we always get bothered by a salesperson. But on the 

Internet, it would not happen. No one is going to corner us online (At least 

not yet). 

2.2.3.2 Disadvantages 

>- Can't touch 

We can't actually see, touch, taste, and/or smell the item we are interested in, 

therefore online shopping will not be our preferred method. However we 

could do our initial research online. 

'r Delayed g;rnt:ification 

We need to spend some time for the delivery of the purchased item. So if the 

item is needed immediately, then it is better to be purchased in a 

conventional shop. When buying online, there are some purchased items can 

be delivered in the same time or even faster than buying from conventional 

shop. For example, the software packages can be obtained in downloadable 

form and it is most convenient for us to buy online if the software will be 

installed on the same computer on which we are shopping. But if the 

purchased software was too big, let's say over 30 megabytes in size, but we 

arc using a 56K modem, then surely it is a very long wait. Also when buying 

online, it is hard for us to obtain a replacement if something happen in the 

file (corrupted or infected by virus). 

10 
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>- The dangers 

Shopping onlinc brings some risks. Issues like whether it is safe to submit 

your credit card information, whether there is any hidden costs, and so on 

may arise. 

2.2.4 Existing Online Shopping System 

There are many online shopping systems available in the market and Internet. Below 

are some examples of the applications: 

TM 2.2.4.1 GeniusCart Pro 

GeniusCart Pro1M is manufactured by Genius Web.corn. It includes online 

store for processing customer order. For the purpose or admini tration, it provides 

basic functions for managing customer order, product, customer information, and 

includes a content management tool, etc. 

2.2.4.2 Line9 Tek9 Pro V6.2 

It's Shopping Cart Software, automated Warehouse, and 1-Cliek Inventory. 

It's Intranet, Extranet, Reporting, Real-time Shipping and Credit Card Processing. 

For the administration, Line9 Tek9 Pro V6.2 is a web-based tool to configure and 

manage your entire web. It includes functions for generating report of orders 

according to manufacturer, customer or day, managing user account, inventory, 

shipping information, a content management tool (need not upload/download static 

html via ftp), a permission manager to control user access and an EDI tool (for 

import existing inventory or database of products into Tek9 Pro database). Also 

included a newsletter editor for edit or delete existing emails and a single-screen 
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interface for composing and sending out your newsletter. Text-only and HTML 

emails are both supported. Send your newsletter to literally thousands of people at 

once! Emails sent out can also provide a link al the bottom (if you enable this 

feature) allowing recipients to automatically unsubscribe themselves. l U 1 ·1 

2.2.4.3 SupraCart 4.0 

SupraCart 4.0 includes an online store for processing customer order, a site 

management tools for manage online store catalog content and over 170 function 

managers. Also it includes the abilities to set administrator access levels for varying 

degrees of access control. SupraCart 4.0 is an open source software, which allows 

user to create additional modules and functionality to further enhance one's site! 

2.2.4.4 uShop1M Online Shuppim; System 

uShopTM is an Java-based online shopping system that manufactured by 

Microburst Technologies, Inc. lt consists a series of Java Applets and JavaScripts 

that plugs easily onto any web page. uShopTM includes an online store for processing 

customer online shopping and a control panel for the purpose of administration and 

content management. It includes the abilities for managing customer personal data, 

supplier data, product data, processing customer order, a built-in search engine, and 

built-in interfaces to LinkPoint, Authorize.Net and Planet Payment credit card 

processing systems. Beside that uShopTM provides a programmer's guide to assist 

with the development of own custom Java Applets and JavaScripts that interface 

with u hopTJ\1. 
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Tl\I 2.2.4.5 uStorekeeper Online Shopping System 

TM · uStorekecpcr ts an onlinc shopping system that manufactured by 

Microburst Technologies, Inc. It is developed by using Perl Script. It includes an 

online store for processing customer online shopping and a control panel for the 

purpose of administration and content management. It includes the abilities for 

managing customer personal data, supplier data, and product data, processing 

customer order, a built-in search engine, flat-file database and built-in interfaces to 

LinkPoint and Authorize.Net credit card processing system. 

2.2.4.6 Conclusion 

For the purpose of' administration, the existing online shopping systems just 

provide functions like managing .ustorncr personal data, supplier data, product data, 

processing customer order, a built-in search engine, and also content management 

tool. But no tool is provided to examine large pools of current and potential 

customer data to identify customers' on-line buying patterns, and understand their 

online behavior. 

2.3 Data Mining Technology 

2.3.1 What Is Data Mining'? 

Data mining is the task of discovering interesting patterns from large amount 

of data where the data can be stored in database, data warehouse, or other 

information repositories. It is a young interdisciplinary field, drawing from areas 

such as database systems, data warehousing, statistics, machine learning, data 

visualization, information retrieval, and high performance computing. Other 

contributing areas include neural networks, pattern recognition. spatial data analysis. 
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image database, signal processing, and many application fields, such as business, 

economics, and bioinforrnatics. 111 There arc some other names/terms used to refer 

to data mining such as knowledge discovery (mining) in databases (KOO), 

knowledge extraction, data/pattern analysis, data archeology, data dredging, 

information harvesting, business intelligence, etc. 

2.3.2 Why Use Data Mining? 

Dr. Penzias, a Nobel Prize winner interviewed in ComputerWorld in January 

1999, comments:"Data mining will become much more important, and companies 

will throw away nothing about their customers ·because it will be so valuable. lfyou 

're not doing this, you 're out ofbusiness. " 121 

Data mining can be used in database analysis and decision support, which 

cover three main areas as below: 

I) Market analysis and management 

Data mining can be used for target marketing, where clusters of "model" 

customers who share the same characteristics (such as interest, income level, 

spending habits, etc) can be found. For cross-market analysis, we can find 

the association/co-relations between product sales to make any prediction 

based on the association information. Data mining can helps us to archive 

customer profiling, which provide information about what types of 

customers buy what products (clustering or classification). Data mining also 

helps us to identified customer requirements such as the best product for 

different customers and use prediction to find out the factors to attract new 

and more customers. 

14 
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2) Risk analysis and management 

Data mining can be used in finance planning, asset evaluation and resource 

planning. lt also used for the purpose or competition to keep track 

competitors and market directions, group clients into classes and a class 

based pricing procedure. So that pricing strategy can be set in a highly 

competitive market. 

3) Fraud detection and management 

Data mining techniques can be used 111 frauds detection. For example, 

inappropriate medical treatment was detected where Australian Health 

Insurance Commission identifies that in many case blanket screening tests 

were requested (save Australian $1 m/yr). While for retail, analysts estimate 

that 38% or retail shrink is due to dishonest employees. 

Besides that, data mining is used in other applications such as text mining 

(news group, email, documents), Web analysis and intelligent query answering [U2] 

2.3.3 Classification 

Databases are rich with hidden information that can be used for making 

intelligent business decisions. Classification is a form of data analysis that can be 

used to extract models describing important data classes or to predict future data 

trends. Classification is used to predict categorical labels. lt classifies data 

(constructs a model) ba ed on the training data set and the values (class labels) in a 

classifying attribute and use it in classifying new data. For example, a classification 

model may be built to categorize bank loan applications as either safe or risky. 

Researchers in machine learning, expert systems, statistics and neurobiology have 
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proposed many classification methods to handle small or large data size. The typical 

applications lor classification method arc credit approval, target marketing, medical 

diagnosis, treatment effectiveness analysis, etc. 111 

Basically, classi Ii cation is a two-step process that consists of model 

construction and model usage. Model construction is used to describe a set of 

predetermined classes, where each sample/tuple is assumed to belong to a 

predefined class, as determined by the class label attribute. Usually the set of tuples 

used for model construction is training set. The model is represented as classification 

rules, decision trees, or mathematical formula. Model usage is used for classifying 

future or unknown objects. It is used to estimate accuracy of the model. The known 

label or test sample is compared with the classified result from the model. Accuracy 

rate is the percentage of test set samples that arc correctly classified by the model. 

Test set is independent 01· trainin 1 set, otherwise over-fitting will occur. [U3] 

2.3.3.1 Classification By Decision Tree Induction 

There are some different methods for classification. Classification by 

decision tree is one of the famous methods. A decision tree is a flow-chart-like tree 

structure, where each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch 

represents an outcome of the test, and leaf notes represent classes or class 

distributions [U3]. An example of typical decision tree is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Age? 

40 
=30 

31 .. .40 

Student? yes Credit_rating? 

no yes 
excellent 

fair 

no 

Figure 2.1 A decision tree for the concept buys-computer, indicating 
whether or not a customer at AllElectronic is likely to purchase a 
computer. Each internal (nonleaf) node represents a test on an 
attribute. Each leaf node represents a class (either buys_computer =yes 
or buys_computcr =no). Ill 

J\n unknown sample can be classified by testing the attribute values of the 

sample against the decision tree. Then a path is traced from the root to leaf node that 

holds the class prediction for that sample. Decision tree can easily be converted to 

classification rule. 

Generating classification rules from a decision tree. 

IF age == "<=30" AND student = "no" THEN buys_computer ="no" 

IF age= "<=30'' AND tudent ="yes" THEN buys_ computer = "yes" 

I F "...,I 40'' . age= .) ... THEN buys computer ="yes" 

IF age= ">40'' AND credit_rating ="excellent" THEN buys_ computer= "no" 

1 F age = " 40" AND credit_rating ="fair" THEN buys_computer ="yes" 

17 
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2.4 Programming Languages 

2.4.1 General Purpose Programming Languages 

2.4.1. l Java 

Strengths 

> A powerful object-oriented programming language, which can be run on the 

client side or on the server side, or both. 

> Has a better bounds-checking capability and memory management. 

> Machine portability 

> Platform-independent. A single application can run on a computer running 

Win95/98/NT, UNIX, MYS or a Mac OS. 

Limitations 

:...- Less common compare to CI+. Therefore the pre-built Java components are 

fewer. 

).- Not so easy to use. Considerable skill and training are needed. 

2.4.1.2 Visual Basic 

Strengths 

> It can be used to create databases, front-end applications, and scalable server 

side components for most popular database formats, including Microsoft 

SQL Server and other enterprise-level databases. 

> ActiveX technologies allow us to use the functionality provided by other 

applications, such as Microsoft Word word processor, Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet, and other Windows applications. Also applications and objects 

created using the Professional or Enterprise editions of Visual Basic can be 

automate. 

18 
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Y Internet capabilities, which provide access to documents and applications 

across the Internet or intranet Irorn within your application, or to create 

Internet server applications. 

).:- The finished application is a true executable file (.exe) that uses a Visual 

Basic Virtual Machine that we can freely distribute. 

Limitations 

> VB is not object-oriented. Some of the Microsoft Controls are only in 

existence due to this lack of object-orientation. For example, there is a 

listbox control and a filelistbox control. On object-oriented languages, the 

filelistbox control would be a specialization of the listbox control that can be 

further be specialized by the developer instead. 

'r Platform dependence. Visual Basic only runs on Microsoft operating system. 

There is a tendency to try to lock developers into support tools, such as MS 

SQL Server and MS Visual SourceSafe in order to make it more 

cumbersome for the integration of other vendor products. Besides that, ADO 

is the data access standard that VB follows, which is another Microsoft self 

imposed standard that currently being followed only by the Microsoft set of 

tools. 

> VB runs only on Microsoft's MTS application server and conforms only to 

the COM object model. 

> There are shortcomings in reusability capability that make VB best suited to 

developing only small to medium-sized applications. The VB model does not 

support any Java access. 

I C) 
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2.4.2 Markup Language 

2.4.2.1 HTML 

Strengths 

);..> Used [or displaying text, images, and multimedia. 

> Gives instructions to Web browsers in order to control how documents are 

viewed and how they relate to each other. 

> Can include hyperlinks. 

Y. HTML supports add-on function. User can add their VBScript and also 

JavaScript inside HTML to make it become a dynamic HTML. 

Limitations 

;,.. The content, layout, <111d lormnt or pa .cs arc not separated. We can't separate 

the definition or content from layout and format. 

>-- Without style definitions. 

2.4.3 Client-side Scripting Languages 

2.4.3. l JavaScript 

Strengths 

>- An easy to use object scripting language designed for creating live online 

applications, which link objects and resources on both clients and servers 

together. 

r JavrrScript scripts run on the browser that supports JavaScript, regardless of 

the operating system. 

_() 
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> It includes abilities for checking form contents, communicating with the user 

based on their actions, and modifying the web page dynamically without 

reloading the web page or without using Java, plug-ins or ActiveX controls. 

Limitations 

> JavaScript is keeping track of all the different versions. If we start using 

JavaScript functionally beyond the basic, we will have to worry about 

versions and which browser supports which version. [3] 

2.4.3.2 VBScript 

Strengths 

r lasy to use and learn. 

r I .an 1U'1 ic scalability. Once WC learn VBScript, it IS easier for LIS to learn 

Visual Basic for Applications and vice versa. 

)...- It can work with the ActiveX, OLE and Java. 

,. The de facto language for ASP. 

Limitations 

> Limited to platforms running the Internet Explorer. Netscape browser and 

others do not support VBScript. 

> Cannot perform file 1/0. We cannot use API (Application programming 

Interface) calls to direct access to the underlying operating system. 

_ [ 
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2.4.4 Server-side Scripting Language 

2.4.4. l Active Server Page (ASP) 

Strengths 

>-- Active Server Page (/\SP) provides an open, compile-free application 

environment. It allows combination of HTML, scripts, and reusable AetiveX 

server components to create and run dynamic, interactive and high 

performance web pages from the server side. 

> ASP enables ActiveX scripts and ActiveX server components run on the 

server. ActiveX components that are developed in any language, such as 

C++, Visual Basic, Java, COBOL, and others are supported. Powerful web 

based applications with dynamic content c<111 he created easily by combining 

scripts and components. 

r ASP is dynamically generated from information kept in a database. Web site 

is updated when the database is updated. 

)..> The communication between browser and server is limited to rmmrruze 

network traffic. 

> Provides quicker loading time. Because in the end, we are only actually 

downloading a plain HTML page. 

> Can be used to run programs in languages that aren't supported by user's 

browser. 

> Data provided to clients does not reside on the client's machine. 

r: More secure because the coding can never be viewed from the browser. 

Limitations 

r: Uses proprietary technologies (technologies that manufactured and sold by a 

particular firm, under patent). Only Internet Information Server (llS) and 
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Personal Web Server (PWS) support ASP. But ChiliASP can be install to run 

ASP on other web servers. 

2.5 Web Development Tools 

2.5.1 Microsoft FrontPagc 2000 

Microsoft: FrontPage 2000 is part of the Microsoft Office 2000 family. It is 

one of the simplest and least complex HTML editors available in the market today. 

It runs on the Windows 95/98/NT/2000 Operating System. Since it is integrated into 

the Office 2000 package, it interacts easily with other components of Office 2000, 

such as Word, Excel, Access and PowerPoint. 

Strengths 

;;... Provides ·1 WYSIWYG (what you sec is what you get) environment for 

editing pages that doc not require any programming knowledge and skill. 

r Include themes that provide consistent look and feel, where a single theme 

can be applied to entire pages in a web site to create a consistent appearance 

for the site. Different themes also can be applied to each page in the site. 

~ There is a very easy and intuitive interface to let us paint a page. 

~ It supports many modern technologies, such as HTML 4.0, Cascading Style 

Sheets I, insertion of Java language applets, ActiveX controls, Jscript and 

VBScript, themes, and Dynamic HTML effects. 

Limitations 

~ Use proprietary technology where third-party database access products are 

not supported. 
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2.5.2 Microsoft Visual Interdev 6.0 

Visual I ntcrdev is an integrated development environment (I DE) for creating 

dynamic web sites. It is part ofthe Microsoft Visual Studio family, which consists of 

VB, Visual C++, Visual FoxPro, and Visual J++. 

Strengths 

> It combines many tools into a single package to simplify development jobs. 

> Support project management; integrated databases access, syntax 

highlighting of different types of web files such as ASP or HTML, and 

automatic synchronization of local files with web server files. 

> Pages that use Microsoft's ActiveX technologies and other similar computer 

technologies can be assembled. 

:r Visual lntcrdcv also provides a robust development environment with a 

Scriptin 1 Object Model, design time control (DCTS), and an extensible 

toolbox for the purpose or rapid design, testing and debugging of web pages. 

Limitations 

> Not so easy to learn the use of Visual Interdev because there is a long list of 

technologies for the developer to absorb. 

> Use, proprietary browser, which is Internet Explorer. However we also can 

build applications using other browsers by changing the default setting but 

there are some loss of VI features and functionality. 

2.5.3 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 

The world's best way to create professional websites is now the easiest way 

to build powerful Internet applications. For the first time, you can work in a single 

environment to quickly create, build, and manage websites and Internet applications. 
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Get visual layout tools. Rapid web application development. And extensive code 

editing support. All in one complete, integrated solution-Dreamweaver MX. [U4] 

Strengths 

> Drcamwcaver UltraDev's web application development features and 

Macromedia HomeSite's code editing support are combined to provide a 

single integrated environment to create, build, and manage websites and 

Internet application. 

"Y An integrated development environment is provided to develop HTML, 

XHTML, XML, JSP, PHP, ASP, ASP.NET, and Macromedia ColdFusion 

websites. 

r Provides complete control over code and design. 

r Runs on Windows and Mac and supports cross-platform development 

environment for .12EE and .NET. Also an open integration with other tools 

like Macromedia Flash MX and Fireworks MX is provided. 

).- Makes the development of common Internet applications easier and faster by 

using libraries of code to create database insertion and update forms, 

recordset navigation pages, and user authentication pages. 

"Y Enhanced coding features such as code hints, color coding, code validation, 

tag editors and tag choosers are included. 

Limitations 

>- There are some limitations when working in layout view, which is designed 

to make it easier to design with tables. It is not possible to nest a table inside 

of an existing table cell when in Layout View. It is not possible to insert a 

layer on your page when working in Layout View. It is not possible to 

convert from tables Lo layers when working in Layout View. 
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Layout View is designed to afford the same flexibility as laying out a 

page using Layers. Therefore, it doesn't necessarily make sense to convert 

your pages to layers when working in Layout View-particularly when 

considering the limited cross-browser compatibility of layers. 

Solution: Switch to Standard View and make the desired changes. Once 

complete, you can switch back into Layout View. [US] 

2.6 Web Server 

Web server is used to allow you to serve content over the Internet using the 

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). The Web server accepts requests from 

browsers like Netscape and Internet Explorer and then returns the appropriate 

JITML documents. !\ number of server-side tcchnolo iics can be used lo increase the 

power of the server beyond its ability lo deliver standard 1 ITML pages; these include 

'(ii scripts, server-side includes, SSL security, and Active Server Pages (ASPs). 

[U61 

2.6.l Apache 2.0.39 

Apache remains the king of Web servers despite intense efforts by Microsoft 

and Netscape to gain dominance in the market. In fact, the latest Netcraft surveys 

indicate that the freeware Apache is widening its lead over the rest of the field. 

Apache users have come to rely on the server's rock-solid reliability, outstanding 

performance, and rich set of features. 

Strengths 

'r Price (freeware) 

r Rock-solid reliability 

r: Extensibility 
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>- Quick tech support via Usenet newsgroup 

');>- Streamlined interface 

>- Provides cross-platform support. Apache runs on Windows (95/98/NT), 

OS/2, and all the major variants of Unix. 

);..- The server is fully compliant with HTTP/l. I and supports APT and ISAPf 

(NT). 

>- Apache distributes a core set of modules that handle everything such as user 

authentication, cookies, typo correction in URLs, etc. Also include many 

other tried and true custom modules. 

>- Unquestionable features of security, performance, and robustness. Many of 

the most accessed sites in the world run Apache or Apache derivatives. 

Public distribution or the source code results in patches for the software 

being distributed quickly, and allowing public scrutiny helps ensure that 

security holes in the software arc promptly caught and reported. As a result, 

Apache's large user base has allowed its developers to create a package that 

is extremely stable and secure and one that is also able to compete more 

effectively with commercial packages in terms of both raw speed and 

integrated features. 

Limitations 

>- Lack of visuals, wizards, and/or browser-based administration tools. Setup 

and maintenance of the server are accomplished via command-line scripting 

tools. Unlike most popular commercial servers, Apache offers neither 

browser-based maintenance capabilities nor any GUI 

configuration/administration tools. This is an advantage for some developers. 

but for others it can translate into higher deployment and maintenance costs. 
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especially if the site's administrators are unfamiliar with the fundamentals of 

the server. 

>- No Mac version available 

).> NT version is in its infancy (still lacks a number of the UNIX versions' 

performance enhancements) 

>- More extensive technical support requires the purchase of a third-party 

support contract. [U7] 

2.6.2 Internet Information Server (IIS) 

Microsoft's US version 5, which comes exclusively as part of the Windows 

2000 Server operating system, contains many new features along with performance 

and reliability enhancements. 

Strengths 

>-- lIS v5.0 can be used by those familiar and comfortable with Windows 

operating systems as a first-time web server, and by hosting providers and 

large corporate installations as a high-end server. 

>- Provide Indexing. 

>- Performance and security enhancements. Microsoft has consolidated security 

tips in its documentation under Administration I Server Admin [Security I ns 

Security Checklist. Tips include restricting guest accounts and setting 

appropriate file permissions. However, setting up client-side certificates rs 

still far too complex and poorly documented. 
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r Provides wizards to help simplify some common tasks. For example, the 

Permissions Wizard (to synchronize and align Web and NTFS security 

settings), the Web Server Certificate Wizard (to obtain and install server 

certificates), and the CTL Wizard (Lo create and modify certificate trust lists). 

>-- Well-integrated server administration tools. 

>- Easy to configure to enable multiple machines to share the load and deliver 

more reliable Web services. 

>- Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) support makes 

for easier collaborative publishing. WebDA V is nn emerging standard 

designed lo simplify the construction of intrancts and enable multiple users 

to publish documents to a common Web server. 

I .imitations 

'r No Unix version. 

r Documentation lacking on newest features. 

'r Only runs on Server edition of Windows 2000. 

>-- Require at least a computer with a 200 MHz Pentium with 128 MB of RAM. 

[U8J 

2.6.3 Jigsa\v 2.2.l 

Jigsaw, as developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (WJC), is 

designed to be a technology demonstration rather than a full-fledged release. It's 

purposely intended as a project to showcase new technologies, but in the case of 

Jigsaw, this Web server also ends up being more robust than the average Web 
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server. Most importantly, though, Jigsaw serves as a useful blueprint to the future of 

the HTTP protocol and object-oriented Web servers. 

Strengths 

'r Freely available under open-source license 

)..- Jigsaw is written totally in Java and works within an object-oriented 

framework. Since it's written entirely in Java, it can run under any operating 

system supporting the Java Development Kit (JDK); W3C reports that 

Jigsaw works under Windows 95/98/NT and Solaris 2.x, while other users 

have reported success with AIX, OS/2, BeOS and MacOS. Java also enables 

Jigsaw to be extensible and portable across server platforms. 

r Applet-based remote administration 

:,... Excel lent documentation 

I .imitations 

:,... Lacks many tools needed for commercial Web server, including advanced 

authentication and security tools, Microsoft FrontPage Extensions support, 

and browser-based administration. [U9] 

2.6.4 Personal Web Server (PWS) 4.0 

Microsoft's Personal Web Server (PWS) is a scaled-down version of the 

commercial lnformation Internet Server (HS) included with the Server edition of 

Microsoft Windows NT. Designed for Windows 95 and Windows 98, PWS is a 

great entry-level Web server that makes it easy to publish personal home pages, 

serve small Web sites, and share documents via a local intranet. 

Strengths 

r: Freely downloadable. 

- () 
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r Easy to setup and use. 

r Support Active Server Page (/\SP). 

';..- Excellent for serving small Web sites and personal home pages. PWS serve 

as a platform for testing out Web sites (check the validity or links, scripts, 

and applications, etc) on your Windows 95/Windows 98 computers before 

hosting them on the Internet. 

')..- Includes many of the same features found in US. 

Limitations 

;...... Without UNIX version. 

r Lacks some or the more advanced features included with !IS (such as the 

Index Server, Ccrti licit le Server, ;1ml M icroso n. Sile Server I .xprcss tools). 

'r Only runs on Windows <)5/<)8/Windows NT Workstation. 

r Slowcr than llxj Ul O] 

.ii 
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Table 2.1 Comparison between the four popular web servers 

Web Server PWS llS Apache Jigsaw 

Version 4.0 5.1 2.0.39 2.2.1 

Company Microsoft Microsoft Apache Group W3C 

Corporation Corporation 

Released 12/4/97 4/11 /02 5/8/02 4/19/02 

Brief Supports up to The best Web The most Java-based 

Description 10 concurrent server popular web server that 

connections, available for server provides a 

no longer Windows NT currently in blueprint for 

supports FTP. gets even use on the future web 

better with this internet. development. 

version 

Features A great entry- U pdatccl High Administration 

level web version of !IS. performance, tools; 

server for Index server, extremely completely 

publishing Message reliable web object-oriented 

your own web Queue Server server. design; written 

pages. (MSMQ) and entirely in 

Transaction Java. 

Server (MTS) 

Platform Windows Windows 2000 Unix, Windows NT, 

95/98, and Server, Windows 95/98, Unix 

Windows NT Advanced 95/98, and (Solaris 2.x) 

Server Windows NT 

Status Freeware - Included free Freeware Freely 

packaged with with all available 

Microsoft !IS Windows 2000 under open- 

as part of NT Server source license. 

4.0 Option versions 

Pack 
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2. 7 Database Technology 

2.7.1 Database Access Standard Interface - ODBC and OLEDB 

2.7. I. I ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 

ODBC is designed for maximum interoperability-that is, the ability of a 

single application to access different database management systems (DBMSs) with 

the same source code. Database applications call functions in the ODBC interface, 

which are implemented in database-specific modules called drivers. The use of 

drivers isolates applications from database-specific calls in the same way that printer 

drivers isolate word processing programs from printer-specific commands. Because 

drivers are loaded at run time, a user only has to add a new driver to access a new 

DBMS; it is not necessary lo recompile or relink the application. [U l l] 

Strengths 

'r Provides an ability or DBMS independent for processing relational data. 

Limitations 

'r Cannot support the processing of non-relational data. 

2.7.1.2 OLE DB 

OLE DB, a set of interfaces for data access, is Microsoft's component 

database architecture that provides universal data integration over an enterprise's 

network - from mainframe to desktop - regardless of the data type. Microsoft's 

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) industry-standard data access interface 

continues to provide a unified way to access relational data as part of the OLE DB 

specification. Over time, OLE DB is expected to lead new database products that are 

assembled from best-in-class components rather than from the monolithic products 

available today. 
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Strengths 

)....> OLE 1)13 provides a flexible and efficient database architecture that offers 

applications, compilers, and other database components efficient access to 

Microsoft and third-party data stores. 

;..... OLl.2 DB is the fundamental Component Object Model (COM) building 

block for storing and retrieving records and unifies Microsoft's strategy for 

database connectivity. [t will be used throughout Microsoft's line of 

applications and data stores. 

'r OLE DB defines interfaces for accessing and manipulating all types of data. 

These interfaces will be used not just by data-consuming applications but 

also by database providers. 13y splil!i110 dutabascs apart, the resulting 

components C<1n he used in :111 clfi: . .icnt manner. For example, components 

culled service provi lcrs can be invoked to expose more sophisticated data 

manipulation and navigation interfaces on behalf of simple data providers. 

1u121 

'r Enable consistent access to SQL, non-SQL and also unstructured data source 

across the enterprise and the Internet. 

r lt is faster and easier to use compare to ODBC. 

Limitations 

'r To enable the access into OLE DB database by using OLE DB interface, we 

must connect through an OLE DB data provider that supports OLE DB 

version 2.0 or higher. 
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2.7.2 Database Access Libraries - DAO, RDO, ADO 

There are di fTerent ways to open and manipulate databases. These three objects can 

accomplish exactly the same task. 

2.7.2. l Data Access Objects (DAO) 

Data Access Objects, or DAO, was Microsoft's first object oriented solution 

to manipulate database using the Jet Database Engine. It enables VB applications to 

communicate with a database (the JET Engine) through ODBC. 

Strengths 

> DAO's programming interface is robust and easy to use. 

> It provides a framework that enables directly accessing and manipulating 

database objects. 

r Provides database control lrom any application that supports Visual Basic for 

Applications, such as Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access, and Microsoft 

Visual Basic. DAO let u er to create and manage local or remote databases 

in many different formats. 

Limitations 

>-- Many DAO commands that have been kept for backward compatibility can 

make the syntax quite unpleasant to look at. 

2. 7.2.2 Remote Data Objects (RDO) 

RDO is an interface used to enable VB applications to communicate with a 

relational database (various RDBMS) through ODBC. Because of the considerations 

to optimize speed and control, developer ignored JET when creating transaction 

centric application to a RDBMS. Therefore, RDO was created to overcome this 

problem. 
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Strengths 

> It is an object interface that enables optimal speed, control and ease of 

programming by directly calling ODBC. 

>- RDO provides access to server side cursor in order to 11111111111ze network 

traffic. 

Limitations 

> Unable to create database objects such as tables, views, and stored 

procedures by using RDO. 

> Requires Enterprise Edition of Visual Basic to use RDO. 

2. 7.2.3 ActiveX data Objects (ADO) 

ADO allows VB application or other web tools (browsers) to interface with 

various data sources. Al 0 programrnin 1 model represents the best of the existing 

Microsoft duta access programming models. IC you arc familiar with Data Access 

Objects (DAO) or Remote Data Objects (RDO), you will recognize the interfaces 

and will be able to work with them very quickly. There are considerable 

improvements in the model, and tasks that were awkward in previous models have 

either been fixed or eliminated from the ADO model. 

Strengths 

> The ADO objects provide you with the fastest, easiest and most productive 

means for accessing all kinds of data sources. The ADO model strives to 

expose everything that the underlying data provider can do, while still adding 

value by giving you shortcuts for common operations. 

).- ADO is Microsoft's strategic, high-level interface to all kinds of data. ADO 

provides consistent, high-performance access to data, whether you're creating 
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a front-end database client or middle-tier business object using an 

application, tool, language, or even an Internet browser. /\DO is the single 

data interface you need lo know lor I- lo n-ticr client/server and Web-based 

data-driven solution development. 

>- /\DO is designed as an easy-to-use application level interface to Microsoft's 

newest and most powerful data access paradigm, OLE DB. OLE DB 

provides high-performance access to any data source, including relational 

and non-relational databases, email and file systems, text and graphics, 

custom business objects, and more. ADO is implemented with a mall 

footprint, minimal network traffic in key Internet scenarios, and a minimal 

number of layers between the front-end and data source-all to provide a 

lightweight, high-pcrformnncc interface. /\1)0 is easy lo use because it is 

called usin 1 a L1111ilim metaphor - the OLE Automation interface, available 

from just about any tool and language on the market today. 

'r ADO was designed to combine the best features of, and eventually replace 

RDO and DAO, it uses similar conventions with simplified semantics to 

make it easy to learn for today's developers. [U 13] 

Limitations 

,.. Although ADO is one of the newest technologies for database access, but in 

almost every case RDO rivals its performance. 

r Microsoft has stated that ADO is the technique for Internet use only. 
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2.7.3 Database Management System (DBMS) 

2.7.3. l Microsoft Access 2000 

Microsoft Access 2000 is a powerful relational database application that 

enables a desktop user to create and manipulate database systems easily and 

efficiently. Microsoft Access most suitable for the use of individuals and 

workgroups to manage megabytes of data. 

Since its first introduction in 1992 as Microsoft Access, the product has 

become a leader in the desktop database category both for its power and ease of use. 

Now, Access 2000 provides tronger integration with other Office applications as 

well as with enterprise-level databases. 

Strengths 

r Microsoft Access lets users find and munagc their data easily. It includes 

case-of-use wizards such us the Database Wizard (for getting up and running 

quickly), and the Simple Query Wizard (for easily finding information from 

the data). 

'r More consistent interface with other office applications. 

»: Acids Data Access Pages, which are HTML pages that let user interact with 

data over the web from any location. 

r Allows and maintains live links to the database. 

)..;> Its support of OLE DB, can act as a front-end to high-end database engines. 

'.);;- Scalability. The Microsoft Access Upsizing Wizard utility takes a Jet 

databa e and creates an equivalent database on SQL Server with the ame 

table structure, data, and many other attributes of the original database. It 

wi 11 create same table structures, indexes, validation rules, defaults. auto 

numbers, and relationships. Also takes advantage of the latest SQL Server 
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functionality wherever possible. But there are no modifications made to 

reports, queries, macros or security. 

Limitations 

>- It is a desktop relational database management system (RDBMS) intended 

for individuals and workgroups only. 

> The JET and MSDE engines in Access 2000 can only support 2GB per 

database. 

2.7.3.2 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 

Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 is a Microsoft's database product. SQL Server is a 

relational database management system (RDBMS) intended for a wide range of 

corporate customers and independent software vendors (lSVs). 

Strengths 

'r Scalability. Able to scale from the laptop to the enterprise using the same 

code base, by offering full code compatibility 

;... Support auto-configuration and self-tuning 

)...>- Includes an integrated online analytical processing (OLAP) server 

;... Provides integration with Data Transformation Services 

> Provides Data Warehousing Framework as the first comprehensive approach 

to solve the metadata problem 

> Provide multi server management for large numbers of servers 

> Wide array of replication options of any database 

> Universal Data Access, Microsoft's strategy for enabling high-performance 

access to a variety of information sources 

. () 
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Limitations 

> Platform dependent. SQL Server runs only on Windows platforms. 

)...- When the database detects corruption or a hardware problem that cannot be 

repaired during runtime, it immediately shuts down and make the engine 

offline, This can significantly affect the reliability of the system. 

>- Not all features available on all platforms. Because of the limitation inherent 

in the desktop OS, some features of the SQL Server 7.0 Enterprise Manager 

are not available on Windows 95/98 implementations. 

> SQL Server 7.0's MMC-based Enterprise Manager cannot connect to SQL 

Server 6.x database because of SQL-DMO incompatibilities. Thus, users 

must run two different sets of database management tools until conversion is 

complete. 

2.8 Security Considerations 

2.8.1 Network Security 

2.8.1.1 What Is Network Security? 

Defined in its simplest form, security is "freedom from danger or risk of loss; 

safety." Thus network security can be any effort made to protect a network from 

danger or risk of loss; or in other words, to make the network safe from intruders, 

errors, and other threats. While this definition may be an over-simplification, it 

establishes two underlying assumptions about network security: (1) that the network 

contains data and resources necessary for the successful operation of the 
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organization; and (2) that the network's data and resources are of sufficient value to 

be worth protecting [U 141. 

2.8. 1.2 Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability 

There arc three main areas in computer security, which are confidentiality, 

integrity and availability of electronic data. 

>- Confidentiality 

System only allows those who are authorized to access certain electronic 

data. 

).- In tcgri ty 

System only allows those who arc allowed to modify electronic data to do so. 

,.- Availihity 

System allows those authorized to access the electronic data when it is 

needed to do so. Also need to have adequate backup and disaster-recovery 

plans. 

2.8.1.3 Identification and Authentication (l&A) 

[dentification and authentication are used to ensure that only authorized 

persons or computers are allowed for data access or data modification on a network. 

'.r Identification refers to the process that occurs during initial login whereby a 

person provides some type of security token, typically a unique username or 
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user 10, to identify that user on the system. In effect, identification is akin to 

telling the system, "This is who I am." 

)..- Authentication is a verification process that requires the user to provide 

another token, typically a password known only lo the user, lo affirm that the 

identity is being assumed by its rightful owner. The user is essentially telling 

the system, "l lere is some private information lo prove that I am who l claim 

to be." [U 141 

There are a few form of authentication, such as smart cards, biometrics 

(fingerprint, retinal scanners, etc) and password. Password is the most commonly 

used today. Therefore it is very important to protect the authentication secrets 

(passwords) themselves to prevent ~111y unauthorized access by any user. 

2.8.1.4 Accountahilit.y 

Bused on the user identity provided during the login, the system can 

determine which of' the network's resources the user is authorized to access and at 

what permission level. A key goal of' l&A is to enable individual accountability: the 

ability of the system to reliably determine who you are when you log in and to track 

your actions while you are logged in. When the I&A mechanisms are sufficiently 

strong, you can be reasonably assured that any actions taken under a particular user 

account were in fact performed by the authorized user of that account. [U 14 J 

2.8.1.5 Access Controls 

In a network, access controls are applied to the data based on the users' 

system identities. These controls rely on identification and authentication, since 

users must be identified and have their identities authenticated before the system can 

enforce any access controls. There arc two types of access control. 
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)..- Discretionary access controls restrict access to files or directories based 

upon the identity of' the user. Th9 arc discretionary in that the owner of a 

file (or any user with sufficient rights) is free lo assign or revoke the access 

rights ofother users lo that file, 

)..- Mandatory access controls restrict access by means of special attributes 

that arc set by the security administrator and enforced by the operating 

system. These controls cannot be bypassed or changed at the discretion of 

non-privileged users. Mandatory access controls are typically based on 

labeling, where the administrator labels each item of information with a 

classification name such as Unclassified, Confidential, Secret, and so on. 

Each user is assigned a clearance level from the same set or classifications. 

The operating system then controls access lo information based upon these 

classi lications. I LJ l 41 

2.8.1.(, Audit 

It is very important for a secure system to be able to audit authorized access 

by keeping a record of who did what and when, and who was prevented from doing 

what and when. Usually, auditing is done by maintaining audit trails, or logs of 

significant events and also user actions that take place within the system. Auditing 

information must be protected to prevent intruders from being able to erase all traces 

of their actions. [U 14] 

2.8. l .7 Non-repudiation 

Occasionally, it might be necessary to prove that a particular user made a 

particular transaction long after it happened. Since the ability to modify data often 

includes the ability for users to remove their own access rights, it is possible for an 

unscrupulous user to change a piece of data, remove his or her rights to that data . 

..J.. 
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and then deny any involvement in the change. A security system must therefore 

provide something beyond mere access control. With non-repudiation, irrefutable 

evidence of the transaction is created and stored. The entity which made the access 

or modi Ii cation cannot falsely deny (or repudiate) its actions later. (Non-repudiation 

is common in secure e-mail systems, where it is used to prove that a particular user 

did in fact send a message purporting to come from him, and that a user did get a 

message he might deny having received.) [U 14] 

2.8.1.8 Data Encryption 

Data Encryption is the mo ·t common and most viable method to protect 

sensitive data. Encryption is the transformation or data into a form unreadable by 

anyone without ~1 secret decryption key. Its purpose is to ensure privacy by keeping 

the information hidden l'rorn anyone l'or whom it is not intended, even those who can 

sec the encrypted data ! LJ 15 j. 

The SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) Handshake Protocol [11 ic95] was 

developed by Netscape Communications Corporation to provide security and 

privacy over the Internet. The protocol supports server and client authentication. The 

SSL protocol is application independent, allowing protocols like HTTP (HyperText 

Transfer Protocol). FTP (File Transfer Protocol), and Telnet to be layered on top of 

it transparently. Still, SSL is optimized for HTTP; for FTP, lPSec might be 

preferable. The SSL protocol is able to negotiate encryption keys as well as 

authenticate the ervcr before data is exchanged by the higher-level application. The 

SSL protocol maintains the security and integrity of the transmission channel by 

using encryption, authentication and message authentication codes. 
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The SSL Handshake Protocol consists of two phases: server authentication 

and an optional client authentication. In the first phase, the server, in response to a 

client's request, sends its certificate am! its cipher preferences. The client then 

generates a master key, which it encrypts with the server's public key, and transmits 

the encrypted master key to the server. The server recovers the master key and 

authenticates itself to the client by returning a message authenticated with the master 

key. Subsequent data is encrypted and authenticated with keys derived from this 

master key. Jn the optional second phase, the server sends a challenge to the client. 

The client authenticates itself to the server by returning the client's digital signature 

on the challenge, as well as its public-key certificate. 

A variety or cryptographic algorithms arc supported by SSL. During the 

"handshaking" process, the RS/\ public-key cryptosy tern is used. After the 

exchange of keys, a number of ciphers arc used. These include RC2, RC4, IDEA, 

DbS, and triple-DES. The MD5 message-digest algorithm is also used. The public 

key certificates follow the X.509 syntax. [Ul6] 

2.9 Open Source Code 

2.9.1 WEKA 3 - Data Mining With Open Source Machine Learning 

Software In Java 

Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for solving real-world 

data mining problems. It is written in Java and runs on almost any platform. The 

algorithms can either be applied directly to a dataset or called from your own Java 

code. Weka is also well-suited for developing new machine learning schemes. Weka 

is open source software issued under the GNU General Public License. 
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Implemented schemes for classification include: decision tree inducers, rule 

learners, naive Bayes, decision tables, locally weighted regression, support vector 

machines, instance-based learners, logistic regression, voted perceptions and multi 

layer pcrccptron. 

Implemented schemes for numeric prediction include: linear regression, 

model tree generators, locally weighted regression, in tance-based learners, decision 

tables and multi-layer perceptron. 

Implemented "meta-schemes" include: bagging, stacking. boosting, 

regression via classification, classification via regression and cost sensitive 

classification. 

Also included arc clustering methods (Cobweb and an EM algorithm), and 

an association rule learner (Apriori). Apart from actual learning schemes, Wcka also 

contains a large variety of tools that can be used for pre-processing datasets. The 

Java-based Wcka system (Wcka J) replaces Wcka 2 (which was based on C, Tcl/Tk, 

Prolog, and the kitchen sink). [Ul 7] 
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CHAPTER 3: 

METfIODOLOGY 

3.1 Overview 

A methodology is a set of procedures, techniques, tools and documentation 

aids that used by system developers to develop and implement a system. 

3.2 Waterfall Model With Prototyping 

The Online Shopping Administration Subsystem follows a system 

development model, which is waterfall model with prototyping. 

Basically, the overall development is broken into distinct phases same like 

the waterfall model, with the exception that prototypes arc used during the 

development of the modules of the subsystem. The incremental aspect of the model 

comes in when additional functions arc added iteratively to each of the module 

prototypes. 

A prototype model is a partially developed product that helps users and 

developers to examine some aspects of the proposed system to determine if it is 

suitable and fulfills the requirements. Prototyping enables developers to seek initial 

reactions from users and management of the prototype, users' suggestions to change 

or clean up the prototyped system, possible innovations for it and revision plan 

about the parts of system that need to be done first. So that the developer can 

improve prototype and also modify the system plans with minimum risks, 

disruptions, uncertainties and expenses. 

Prototyping is an information-gathering technique for gathering quickly the 

speci fie information about user's information requirements. The prototype system is 
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actually an operational portion of the eventual system that will be built. It is not a 

complete system, only some essential functions will be included in the model. 

The initial stages or the development model arc conducted on a general basis, 

covering most or the Online Shopping Administration Subsystem as a whole. Upon 

reaching the prototyping stage, individual modules are developed separately and 

prototyping is also conducted separately. During this time, the future integration 

needs of the separate modules also have to be catered for, and are handled during 

this time for future needs. 

Once each of the indi vi dual modules has been sufficiently developed to a 

reasonable stage of completeness, they are brought together for the final integration 

into the complete Online Shopping Administration Subsystem, unifying the separate 

parts and forming a coherent system. Final tcstin • is then conducted on the Online 

Shopping Administration Subsystem as u whole. Following the conclusion of this 

project, the Online Shopping Administration Subsystem may be further added with 

more modules Lo increase its functionality. 
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Requirement 
Specification 

'----Jlo System Design 

~ Analysis 

____.. System Progress 

D Stage 

'---r-------' Prototyping and Incremental Development 

Application 
-f--ti' Design 

--.... Coding 

a. 

~ Testing 

Training and 
~ Maintenance 

Figure3.1 System Development Model 

The phases that this system development model must pass through from start to 

finish are: 

~ Requirement Specification 

It is the first phase of this system development model, which the needs and 

requirements of the Online Shopping Administration Subsystem are 

identified, prioritized and arranged. A detailed plan will be developed for 

implementing and conducting the remaining phases of the model. 
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~ System Analysis 

The current Online Shopping Administration Subsystems are studied and 

various fact-finding methods are used to identify the new requirements. All 

features of this Online Shopping Administration Subsystem are described 

independently. 

~ System Design 

The logical specifications of this Online Shopping Administration Subsystem 

are transformed into technology-specific details. 

~ System Implementation (Application Design, Coding And Testing) 

A quick design is formulated. The quick-design focuses on the top-level 

architecture and data designs issues rather than on detail procedural design. 

Then, the quick-design lead to the construction of a prototype. The prototype 

is tested and evaluated to refine the requirements. It is a process of iteration 

and occurs until all requirements are formalized or until the prototype has 

evolved into a product system. 

~ System Maintenance 

The Online Shopping Administration Subsystem will be systematically 

repaired and improved. 

3.3 Why Choose Prototyping? 

There are a few reasons on why the prototype model is chosen: 

~ Able to change the system early in its development 

Prototyping is flexible and adaptable, which enables prototype to change 

many times based on the feedback that calls for a change. Feedback will tell 

you what and where changes are wanted. When changing a prototype, the 

developer do not need to worry about wasting time to developed a full-blown 
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system only to find that it needs modifications. Besides that, it is much more 

easier to trace and detect system problems in a prototype with limited 

features and limited interlaces than they arc in a complex system. 

>- Throwing undesirable functions and systems 

There is a possibility of throwing a suggested system when it does not meet 

user's expectation. Prototyping can prevent from wasting time and money on 

a project that is unworkable. 

);;- Designing a system for user's needs and expectations 

Prototyping involves interaction with the users throughout the systems 

development cycle. Therefore the prototype can be used as an interactive tool 

that shapes the final system to accurately reflect user's requirements. 

3.4 Information Gathering Technique 

Some techniques arc used to collect the information needed to determine this 

subsystem's requirements. 

3.4.l Research 

Research on books and journals has been done in order to gather relevant 

information needed in this subsystem. Besides that, Document Room in FSKTM 

also serves as a good place to provide valuable information. 

3.4.2 Internet Surfing 

It is a very efficient way to collect all the up-to-date and useful information, 

which is needed in developing the system. 

3.4.3 Discussion With Supervisor 

The discussions with supervisor have helped me to understand the needs of 

the system and collect more information. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

4.1 Requirement Analysis And Specification 

4.1.1 Functional Requirements 

A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 

environment. [4] Functional requirements are system services that are expected by 

the user. It consists set of functions that are required to be included in the system in 

order to achieve the objective of' Online Shopping Administration Subsystem. The 

functional requirements of this Online Shopping Administration Subsystem will be 

explained in the 8 modules below: 

1) Customer Record Module 

This module keeps Ilic entire customer's personal information, interested 

products and buying record. 

;.... Query 

It allows users to search for the customer's record from the database. 

The searching can be performed through inputting or selecting the 

customer's name or their ID number or their location or combination 

of name, ID number and location. The system then matches user 

inputs with the records in the database. If there is a match, the 

information of' the customer will be displayed. 
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2) Supplier Record Module 

This module keeps the entire supplier's information and order record. 

),,.- Query 

It allows users to search for the supplier's record from the database. 

The searching can be performed through inputting or selecting the 

supplier's name or their ID number or company's name or 

combination of name, lD number and company's name. The system 

then matches user inputs with the records in the database. If there is a 

match, the information of the supplier will be displayed. 

).- Add 

It allows users to acid new supplier record into the database. User will 

first [ill in the supplier's data. Then the system will search the 

database whether tlte supplier's record exist. If the same supplier ID 

exists, the l:ITOr message to deny user acid operation will be prompted. 

lf there is no same supplier ID found, user is allowed to proceed the 

acid operation. 

>- Edit 

Tt allows users to change or update the supplier's record if there are 

any changes. The user first needs to verify whether the record exists 

or not in the database, and then make the amendments. 

~ Delete 

It allows users to delete the supplier's record from the database, 

which are not needed anymore. The user will first search for the 

supplier's record that needs to be deleted. Then only the user click 
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delete and the warning message will be prompted to ensure the 

deletion or the record. 

3) Customer Order Module 

This module displays the entire customer order file. 

)..- Query 

It allows users to search for the customer order file from the database. 

The searching can be performed through selecting the date of 

ordering or the order [0 or the delivery status. Then the selected 

order file will be displayed. 

'r Delete 

It allows the users lo delete the order file. The user will first search 

lor the order record that needs lo be deleted. Then only the user click 

delete and the wumiuu message will be prompted to ensure the 

deletion or the record. 

4) Inventory Control Module 

This module keeps all the product's profile, the supplier of the products, the 

current amount of stock 

r Add 

It allows the user to add in a new product's profile to the database. 

User will fir L fill in the product's details. Then the system will 

search the database whether the product's record exist. If the same 

product ID exists, the error message to deny user add operation will 

be prompted. If there is no same product ID found, user is allowed to 

proceed the add operation. 
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);.- Delete 

It allows the users to delete a product's profile that is not needed 

anymore. J\ warning message will be prompted to ensure the deletion 

of' the record. 

)...> Query 

It allows users to search the profile of any product from the database. 

The searching can be performed through inputting or selecting the 

product ID, product's name or category or combination of name, ID 

number and category. Then the selected order file will be displayed. 

;,.. Edit 

It allows the users to update or change the details of the products in 

the database only i f the record want to eel it exists in the database. 

S) Product Delivery And Stuck Update Module 

This module keeps track the type and amount of products in the store by 

updating the amount of products in the database every time the products are 

sent to the customer. 

;,.. Update 

User can update the delivery status of the customer order. lf the 

delivery status is set to "True" then the amount of products in the 

database will be update by deduct the amount of product in database 

with the quantity of ordered product. If the quantity of ordered 

product is more than the stock then update operation is denied. A 

warning message will be prompted. Otherwise the update operation is 

granted and amount of current stock will be displayed. 
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6) New Information Generator Module 

Data mining technique is used in this module lo classify customer into 

different class label. 

)...- Generate 

Generate button is provided where users can click on it to generate 

new customer information. Customer will be classified to different 

class label such as "buy computer", "buy cosmetic" or "buy fashion" 

by using classification rule. A warning message will be prompted to 

the user to remind the user that the generating process is time 

consummg because it involves many database select and insert 

operation. 

r Clear 

Clear button rs provided where users can click on it to clear all 

customer class labels. 

r Query 

It al lows users to search the customer profile from the database based 

on the customer class label. The searching can be performed through 

selecting the customer class label. Then the customer profile that 

matches the selected class label will be displayed. 

7) User Management Module (Security Module) 

This module is used to manage user accounts and provide system access 

control. The concepts of discretionary access control and mandatory access 

control are implemented in this module. Users are categorized into different 

user levels that are ad min I, adrn in2, general 1, general2 or management 

where aclmin 1 is the highest user level. Only user with user level admin 1 is 
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allowed to access this module and perform add, query, edit or delete 

opera Lion. 

)...> Louin b 

IL allows the authorized users Lo login Lo the system if the user has 

type in the correct login name and password. If the user has typed in 

the wrong login name and password, the system will prompt a 

warning message to warn the user. 

).- Add 

It allows user with user level admin 1 to add new user account into 

database. 

:,.... Query 

It allows user lo search the user account details from the database 

based 011 the uscrnumc or user level. The searching can be performed 

through sclcctin 1 tile uscrnamc or user level. Then the selected record 

will be displayed. 

)...> Delete 

[tallows user with user level adminl to delete user account that is no 

needed anymore. 

>-- Edit 

lt allows user with user level adminl to modify existing user account 

details. 

8) Prepaid Card Module 

This module is used to manage prepaid card records. Only user with user 

level adrnin l is allowed to access this module and perform add, edit, delete 

and query operations. 
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).- Add 

It allows user to add new prepaid curd details 

>- l<..dit 

It allows user to edit existing record in the database. 

)..- Query 

It allows user to search the required prepaid card record 

> Delete 

It allows user to delete the unwanted prepaid card record from the 

database. 

4.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements 

A non-functional requirement or .onstruin! des .rib ·s ~1 r ·stri .tion on the 

system that limits our choices for conxtructin in solution to the problem. 141 Non 

functional requirement narrow clown the selection of language, platform or 

implementation of techniques or tools. Some of the non-functional requirements are: 

I) Reliability 

Reliability is the extent to which a system can be expected to perform its 

intended function with required precision and accuracy. Thus, the system 

should be reliable in performing its daily functions and operations. The 

system will not produce dangerou or costly failures when it is used 111 a 

reasonable manner. /\II the pos ible failures and rrors, which could occur, 

me tak .n into con id 'rat i n. Besides that, to ensure no lost of data during 

s stem failure, there i a backup facility to retrieve back all the data in the 

database. 
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2) Robustness 

Robu tness refers to the quality of the system that is able lo handle or at least 

avoid disaster when laced with unexpected circumstances such as when 

given improper data. This system support robustness by developing program 

logic to process anticipated errors in the input of the data. 

3) Efficiency 

Efficiency means that the processes or procedures can be called or accessed 

in an unlimited number of times and will produce similar outcomes or 

output. There is no cause of delay in processing the user's request or in the 

midst of retrieving information. 

4) Modularity 

Modularity means brcakinu down il laru · or comp! .x system into a smaller 

or more mana icablc program modules. Modularity is applied from the 

beginning as this will lead to easy modification hence enhance 

maintainability. 

5) User-friendly 

The graphical user interface (GUI) should be easy-to-use, clear, concise and 

not cluttered. It is designed in a way that follows the logical flow of the 

thinking. It display confirmation mes ages to assure the user of what has 

been done and also prompt warning or error messages to help users to 

correct the mistakes and proceed ' ith the operations. All these are able to 

iuid . uscr better in operating the system. 

6) Response time 

The system is able to retrieve the information at a reasonable range of time. 
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7) Short Learning Curve 

This system should be kept simple to ensure the short learning curve for all 

the users or the system so that it is always possible that new users can 

continue to be added and each of those users should be able to learn easily 

the fundamentals or the applications. 

8) Scalability 

Scalability means the ability of the system to scale hardware and software to 

more users and more demanding workloads. It is the ability to increase or 

decrease size or capability in cost-effective increments with minimal impact 

on the unit cost of business and the procurement or additional services. [U 18] 

9) Unity of Environment 

To ensure a sin ilc work inu cnvironrn 'nl but not a rmxm • of distinctly 

separate unit is provided by this subsystem, the interface design and method 

for function invocation must be standardized. 

4.2 Hardware And Software Requirements 

4.2.1 Hardware Requirements 

The hardware requirements for developing this subsystem are listed as below: 

>- Personal computer with Celeron 466Mhz processor or above 

>- 64MB of RAM 

>-- 20GBofharddik pace 

);.- Oth .r standard desktop P compliance 

4.2.2 Software Requirements 

ltcr analyzin • all the available tools and technologies in Chapter 2, the 

ilppropri11t · tools and technologies have been chosen for the development of this 

Onlin · Shop1 inu Administration Subsystem. 
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4.2.2.1 Programming languages 

ASP, VBScript and .JavaScript arc chosen to build this subsystem. /\SP is 

chosen because of' the shortcomin is of I ITML, which unable to make the web pages 

truly dynamic. VBScript is de facto language [or A P and will be used a the server 

side scripting. JavaScript will be used as a client-side scripting so that this 

subsystem will be compatible on both Internet explorer and Netscape Navigator web 

browser. 

4.2.2.2 Web Development Tools 

Macromedia Dreamweaver MX is chosen simply because it provides an ideal 

environment for developers to visually construct sophisticated HTML and ASP 

pages. Also it is easy to use. 

4.2.2.3 Development Platform and Weh Server 

Windows 98 SE is chosen to be the development platform and the Personal 

Web Server 4.0 (PWS 4.0), which is released together with Windows 98, will be the 

system's web server. PWS enables the ASP scripts to process the user instructions 

from the database. 

4.2.2.4 Database Access Standard Interface and Database Access Libraries 

The ODBC driver will be used to access the database because Online 

Shopping System is using relational database. Also ADO is considered the best 

choice because it provide mo t of the critical features that are needed in this 

subsystem. 

4.2.2.5 Database Management System (DBMS) 

The Microsoft Access ~000 will be used as the subsystem's database to store 

all tit' information and data. Microsoft Access 2000 is chosen because of its 

l lpsi1.i11, Wizard thut is able to take advantage of the Microsoft SQL crver 7.0 
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functionality wherever possible. This Looi allows developers who design client 

server applications on their desktop in Access lo generate a SQL Server database 

from their prototype. Besides that, this subsystem is still on its development stage 

where it only involves a small number or data and simultaneous users. If this system 

were to expand, Microsoft Access 2000 is also able to cater for it because it could 

take the advantage of Microsoft SQL Server 7.0. Moreover, Microsoft Access 2000 

is also easy to install and use. 

4.2.2.6 Others 

Besides that, some other softwares are used throughout the project. They are listed 

as below: 

,.. Microsoft Word 2000 (Ior documentation) 

>-- Microsoft Project (Ior drawin • 1;111tt .art) 

;.... Microsoft Powcrpoint (for VIV/\ presentation) 

);... Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 (as web browser) 

;.... Microsoft Visio (for drawing DFD) 

>-- Adobe Photoshop (for interface design) 
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CHAPTEl~ 5: 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

5.1 Overview 

System design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a 

solution. It is used to design and implement improvements in the functioning of 

business that can be accomplished through the used of computerized information 

system. We use the requirements specifications to define the problem. Then we 

declare something to be a solution if it satisfies all the requirements in the 

specifications. In many cases, the number of possible solutions is limitless. 

5.2 System Architecture 

There arc 2 types of syst .m architecture that the system can adapt, the two-tier 

architecture or the three-tier architecture. The system architecture that this Online 

Shopping Administration Subsystem is going to apply is the three-tier architecture. 

5.2.1 Two-Tier Architecture Vs Three-Tier Architecture 

A two-tier architecture is where a client talks directly to a server, with no 

intervening server. It is typically used in small environments (less than 50 users). 

[U 19] Two-tier applications perform many of the functions of standalone systems. 

They present a user interface, gather and process user input, perform the requested 

processing. and report th' statu of the request. This sequence of commands can be 

r 'pealed as nu111 times a· necessary. Because servers provide only access to the 

dutn, th· .licnt uses its local resources to perform most of the processing. The client 

itppli ·11tion must contain information about where the data resides and how it is 

). 
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organized in the database. Once the data has been retrieved, the client is responsible 

for formatting and displaying it to the user. I LJ_() I 

Todays client/server appli .atiou is the multi-tier application, also known as 

n-tier architecture. /\. three-tier architecture introduces a server (or an "agent") 

between the client and the server. The role of the agent is many folds. It can provide 

translation services (as in adapting a legacy application on a mainframe to a 

client/server environment), metering services (as in acting as a transaction monitor 

to limit the number of simultaneous requests to a given server), or intelligent agent 

services (as in mapping a request to a number of different servers, collating the 

results, and returning a single response to the client. [U 191 Most systems will 

perform the following three main tasks, whi .h .orr .spond to thr · · ti TS of then-tier 

model (shown in Table 5.1 ). 
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Table 5.1 The 3-tier Architecture I u201 

Task Description 

User interface Tier I, where this layer comprises the entire user experience. 

and navigation Not only docs this layer provide a graphical interface so that 

users can interact with the application, input data, and view the 

results of requests, it also manages the manipulation and 

formatting of data once the client receives it. In Web 

applications, the browser performs the tasks of this layer. 

Business logic Tier 2, between the interface and data services layers, is the 

domain ofthe distributed application cl iv .lopcr. Business 

logic, which captures th' rules that iovcrn application 

proccssin •,connects the user at one end with the data at the 

other. The functions that the rules govern closely mimic 

everyday business tasks, and can be a single task or a series of 

tasks. 

Data services Tier 3 where data services are provided by a structured (SQL, 

Oracle database) or unstructured (Micro oft Exchange. 

Mes age Queuing) data store, which manages and provides 

access to the application data. A single application may enlist 

the er 1 ' of one or more data stores. 

The thrc »ticr ar .hitccturc i olat s each major piece of functionality, so that 

th' pr ·sentution is independent of the processing rules and business logic, which in 

turn is separate from the data. This model requires much more analysis and design 

lip front, but rrcutly reduces maintenance costs and increases functional flexibility in 
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the long run. The following diagram depicts the Microsoft technologies that service 

the various tiers in the new system design. I U20 I 

ner 2 

~Client 

i 
~ \ISSefver 

ASP ~ 
Components 

-+ c::J-o 
\~ 

r;~, ---( 

,~, -[ 

Figure 5.1 The 3-l:ier Architecture I lJ201 

5.2.2 Advantages Of 3-Ticr Architecture 

As previously mentioned 3-tier architecture solves a number of problems that 

are inherent to 2-tier architectures. Naturally it also causes new problems, but these 

are outweighed by the advantages. 

>- Clear separation of user-interface-control and data presentation from 

application-logic. Through this separation more clients are able to have 

access to a wide variety of server applications. The two main advantages for 

clicnt-apj licntions arc lcar: quicker development through the reuse of pre- 

built business -logi omponcnts and a shorter test phase, because the server- 

components have already been tested. 

»: R ·-d .Iinition or the storage strategy won't influence the clients. RDBMS' 

otter ii .cnuiu independence lrom storage details for the clients. ( lowcver, 

) ) 
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cases like changing table attributes make it necessary to adapt the client's 

application. In the future, even radical chan ics, like let's say switching form 

an RDI3MS to an 001 BS. won't influence the client. In well-designed 

systems. the client still accesses data over a stable and well-designed 

interface, which encapsulates all the storage details. 

~ Business-objects and data storage should be brought as close together as 

possible, ideally they should be together physically on the same server. This 

way - especially with complex accesses - network load is eliminated. The 

client only receives the results of a calculation - through the business-object, 

of course. 

,.. Jn contrast to the 2-tier model, wh .rc only data is :1 · · ·ssihlc to th· public, 

business-objects can place appli .ations-lo iic or "services" on the net. As an 

example, an inventory number has a "test-digit", and the calculation or that 

digit can be made available on the server. 

)..:- As a rule servers are "trusted" systems. Their authorization is simpler than 

that of thousands of "untrusted" client-PCs. Data protection and security is 

simpler to obtain. Therefore it makes sense to run critical business processes, 

which work with security sensitive data, on the server. 

)... Dynamic load balancing: if bottlenecks in terms of performance occur, the 

server process can be moved to other rvers at runtime. 

)... Chance mnnaucrn 'Ill: of course it' eas and faster to exchange a component 

on the scr er than to furnish numerous PCs with new program versions. To 

.orn · bu .k to our \I T example: it is quite easy to run the new version of a 

tux-objc ·t in such a way that the clients automatically work with the version 

l'rmn th· c uict dale that it has to be run. It i , however, compulsory that 
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interfaces remain stable and that old client versions are still compatible. In 

addition such components require a high standard of quality control. This is 

because low quality components can, at worst, endanger the functions of a 

whole set of client applications. At best, they will still irritate the systems 

operator. [U21] 

5.3 Database Design 

Data storage is considered as the heart of an information system. Therefore it 

is important to design the database properly to ensure the data are handled efficiently 

and systematically. Some of the objectives in designing the data storage are: 

) Data availability - data are available when needed 

>-- Data integrity - data are accurate and consistent 

) Efficient data storage 

) Efficient updating and retrieval 

) Purposeful data retrieval - data obtained must be useful for managing, 

planning, contro11ing or decision making 

The database used in this Online Shopping System is a relational database 

model. The Microsoft Access 2000 is selected to develop the database for this 

system. The attributes of the database are shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 The attributes of the Online Shopping System 

Database name osm.mdb 

Data source name osm 

Type of database Microsoft Access 2000 relational database 

Number of tables (for the use of 9 

nlinc Shopping Administration 

Subsy tern). 
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The following are the 9 tables m this Online Shopping Administration 

Subsystem database: 

Table 5.3 Table for storing customer personal 

information. Table's name is Customer. 

Column Name Data Type Field Size Description 
·' Ii ·/Format 

' .. 
User id Text 15 Customer's unique ID 

Password Text 15 Customer's password 
First name Text 50 Customer's first name 

Last name Text 50 Customer's last name 
Age Number 15 Customer's age 

Gender Text 6 Customer's gender 
Income Currency - ustorner's income 
Email Text 50 Customer's email 

address 
Add Text 50 Customer's address 

Add2 Text 50 Customer's address 
City Text 20 City name 

State Text 20 State name 

Zipcode Number 5 City zip code 

Tel Text 15 Customer's 

housephone number 

Handphone Text 15 Customer's handphone 

number 

Industry Text 50 Industry that customer 

involves in 

Bought Fashion Yes/No - Bought any fashion 

before 
~ 
Bought_ Cosmetic Yes/No - Bought any cosmetic 

before -- Oought_ ug Yes/No - Bought any bag before 
'- 
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Bought_ Watch Yes/No - Bought any watch 
before 

Bought Shoes Yes/No - Bought any shoes 
before 

Bought Jewelry Yes/No - Bought any jewelry 
before 

Label Buy Fashion Yes/No - Whether customer will 

buy fashion or not 

Label_ Buy_ Cosmetic Yes/No - Whether customer will 

buy cosmetic or not 

Label_ Buy_ Bag Yes/No - Whether customer will 

buy bag or not 

Label_Buy_ Watch Yes/No - Whether customer will 

buy watch or not 
Label BuyShoes Yes/No - Whether customer will 

buy shoes or not 

Label...:Buy _Jewelry Yes/No - Whether customer will 

buy jewelry or not 

Table 5.4 Table for storing prepaid card 

information. Table's name is Prepaid. 

Column Name Data Type Field Size/Format ' 

Description 
·.· 

No Auto Number Long Integer Numbering for prepaid 

card 

Card no Text 12 Prepaid card pin no 

Date Date/Time Short Date Expiry date 

Card value Currency 5 Credits in the card 

Used Yes/No - Indicate whether the card 

is used or no 
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Table 5.5 Table for storing product information. 

Table's name is Product. 

Column Name Data Type Field Sizc/.F'ormat Description 
Category Text 15 Product's category 

Product id Text 15 Product's unique ID 

Product name Text 50 Product's name 

Description Text 100 Product's description 
Price Currency - Price of the product 
Imageurl Text 50 Indicate where the image 

for the product is stored 
Stock Number Long integer Quantity of product m 

the stock 
Color Text 50 Product's color 
Size Text 50 Product's size 
Supplier _id Text 15 upplier ID for that 

product 

Table 5.6 Table for storing balance information. 

Table's name is Balance. 

Column Name Data Type Field Size/Format Description 
User id Text 15 Customer's unique ID 

Credit Currency - Balance of the credit 

Table 5. 7 Table for storing order information. 

Table's name is Orderdetail. 

Column Name Data Type Field Size/Format Description 

Order id Text 5 Order's unique ID 

rder date Date/Time Short date The date user make order 

r lcr time Date/Time Medium time The time user make order 

User id Text 15 Customer's unique ID 

'hipAdd Text 50 Address to receive the 
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ordered product 
ShipAdd2 Text 50 Address to receive the 

ordered product 

ShipCity Text 20 City name 

ShipState Text 30 State name 

ShipZipCode Number Long Integer Postcode 

ShipPhone Text 20 Customer's telephone 

number 

Delivery Yes/No - Indicate whether the 

ordered has been sent or 

not 

Table 5.8 Table for storing supplier information. 

Table's name is Supplier 

Column Name Data Ty11e Field Size/Format Description 
Supplier_id Text 15 upplicr's unique ID 
First name Text 50 Supplier's first name 

Last name Text 50 Supplier's last name 

Company Text 100 Supplier's company 

name 
Add Text 50 Supplier's company 

address 

Add2 Text 50 Supplier's company 
address 

City Text 20 City name 

State Text 20 State name 

Zipcode Number 20 City zip code 

Phone Text 20 Supplier's phone number 

Fux Text 20 Supplier's fax number 

mail Text 50 Supplier's email address - URL Text 50 Supplier's company URL 
- ate gory Text 50 Supplier's category 

-- Remarks Text 50 Remarks -- , 

7 
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Table 5.9 Table for keeping user's login name and password where only the 

authorized user can access the system. Table's name is User 

Column Name Data Type Field Size/Format Description 
Name Text 30 User's name 

Code Text 5 User's unique ID 

Usemame Text 15 User's usemame 

Password Text 15 User's password 

User level Text 15 User access level 

Table 5.10 Table for storing customer's shopping 

cart details. Table's name is Cart 

Column Name Data Type Field Size/Formut Description 
Order id 1ext 15 Order's lD 

User id Text 15 u torner's lD 

Product id Text 15 Product's ID - 
Description Text 50 Product's Description 

Quantity Text 10 Product's quantity 

Price Currency - Product's price 

Color Text 50 Product's color 

Size Text 50 Product's size 

Total Currency - Total amount 

Table 5.11 Table for storing personalized web page 

details. Table's name is Association rules. 

Column Name Data Type Field Size/Format Description 
10 Number Byte Fix value (for SQL 

purpose). Number "l" 

was used 

Times Number Byte The times user visits the 

site to generate 
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personalized web page. 

Min_support Number Ryte Minimum support used 

in association rule 

Min confidence Number Byte Minimum confidence 

used in association rule. 
'' I ' ' 

5.4 Process .Design 

5.4.1 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 

A data flow diagram (DFD) is graphic representation of a system that uses a small 

number of symbol shapes to illustrate how data flows through interconnected 

processes [5]. DFD is perhaps the most natural way to document processes. It has 4 

chief advantages over narrative explanation of the way data moves through the 

system. The advantages are: 

} Freedom from committing to the technical implementation of the system. 

).;. Further understanding of the interrelatedness of systems and subsystems. 

~ Communicating current system knowledge to users through data flow 

diagrams. 

~ Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the necessary data and 

processes have been defined. 

There are four basic symbols used to chart the data movement on DFD. They are 

shown in Table 5.12. 

Table 5.12 Symbol of Data Flow Diagram 

Symbols Meaning Description 

D Used to depict an external 
Entity entity that can send data to or 

receive data from the system 
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Movement of data from one 
Flow of Data point to another, with the 

... head pointing towards the 
data destination 

' 
Process Show occurrence of a 

transformation of data 
\. 

Used to represent a data store 

I I Data Store where the data is held within 
the system 

5.4.1.1 Context Diagram 

The context diagram of this Online Shopping Administration 'ubsystcm i shown in 

Figure 5.2, which represents the overview of this subsystem at the highest possible 

level. As shown in the context diagram, this subsystem is mainly focus on the 

processing of customers' order, customers' information, suppliers' information, 

products' information and generating new information from existing customers' 

information and buying record. The entities are the users (administrators), suppliers, 

customers and warehouse. 

5.4.1.2 Functional Decomposition Diagram 

A decomposition diagram shows the top-down functional decomposition or structure 

of a system. [6] The functional decomposition diagram for this subsystem is shown 

in Figure 5.3. The numbers in the diagram represent the meanings as following: 

1) The root process of the entire Online Shopping System 

2) The system is decomposed into two subsystems, which are Online Shopping 

Proccs ing And Submission Subsystem and Online Shopping Administration 

Subsystem. 
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3) The Online Shopping Administration Subsystem is decomposed into 8 sub 

modules that are user management module (security module), customer 

record module, customer order module, supplier record module, product 

inventory module, product delivery and stock update module, prepaid card 

module and new information generator module. 

4) All the modules are factored into specific transactions as following: 

Prepaid Card Module -7 Process prepaid card's information 

User Management Module -7 Process user's login and manage user 

account. 

-7 Process customer's information 

-7 Process supplier's information 

-7 Process customer's order 

-7 Process product's information and 

Customer Record Module 

Supplier Record Module 

Customer Order Module 

Inventory Control Module 

amount of products left. 

Product Delivery And Stock Update -7 Update the amount of product 

Module 

New Information Generator Module -7 Generate new information 

5.4.1.3 Event Diagram 

The functional decomposition diagram is decomposed into 8 sub-events that are 

labeled as EV] in Figure 5.4 EV2 in Figure 5.5, EV3 in Figure 5.6, EV4 in Figure 

5.7, V5 in Figure 5.8, V6 in Figure 5.9, EV7 in Figure 5.10, EV8 in Figure 5.11 

and V9 in Figure 5.12. 
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5.4.1.4 System Diagram 

The event diagrams are very useful to validate the accuracy of each event that the 

subsystem must response to it. However these events cannot occur alone. Therefore 

a system diagram is constructed as shown in Figure 5.13 by combining all the events 

of the sub modules and demonstrates how event processes truly communicate with 

each other by sharing data stores. 

5.4.1.5 Primitive Diagram 

To reveal more details, all event processes in Online Shopping Administration 

Subsystem are exploded into a primitive data flow diagram as following: 

>-- Figure 5.14 is the primitive diagram of Process User's Login Event. 

~ Figure 5.15 is the primitive diagram of Process ustorner's Information 

Event. 

>-- Figure 5.16 rs the 'primitive diagram of Process Supplier's Information 

Event. 

>-- Figure 5 .17 is the primitive diagram of Process Customer's Order Event. 

>-- Figure 5.18 is the primitive diagram of Process Product's Information And 

Amount Of Products Left Event. 

>-- Figure 5.19 is the primitive diagram of Update The Amount Of Product 

Event. 

>-- Figure 5.20 is the primitive diagram of Generate New Information Event. 

>-- Figure 5.21 is the primitive diagram of Process Prepaid Card's Information 

vent. 

>-- Figure 5.22 is the primitive diagram of Process User Account Event. 
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s information 

Figure 5.16 Primitive diagram of Process Supplier's Information Event 
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Figure 5.17 Primitive diagram of Process Customer's Order Event 
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Ngurc 5.18 Primitive diagram of Process Product's Information And Amount 
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Hgure 5.21 Primitive diagram of Process Prepaid Card's Information Event 
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5.4.2 Framework 

Below is the framework of the Online Shopping Administration Subsystem. 

Basic Business Function 

.. 

Administrator 

1 ' 

Identification of Customer 
Online Buying Behavior 

Data Mining 
Technique 

1 • 

Web Browser 

Figure 5.23 Framework of Online Shopping Administration Subsystem 

,, 
Web Server 

..... 
Data Source 
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5.5 User Interface Design 

For most users, the interface is the system. Interface is the representation of the 

system no matter the design is good or bad. An interface is intended to allow the 

user to access the system's internal components in an easier way. The easier it is for 

a user to access the system the better the interface. The objectives in designing user 

interface are: 

> Effectiveness as achieved through the design of interfaces that allow users to 

access the system in a way that is congruent with their individual needs. 

> Efficiency as demonstrated through interfaces that both increase the speed of 

data entry and reduce errors. 

> User consideration as demonstrated in the design of suitable interfaces and 

by providing appropriate feedback to users from the system. 

> Productivity as measured by ergonomically sound principles of design for 

user interfaces and workspaces. [U22] 

There are two main components in user interface, which are presentation 

language and action language. Presentation language is the computer-to-human part 

of the transaction. While action language characterizes the human-to-computer 

Portion. There are several different types of user interface, but the user interface for 

this Online Shopping Administration Subsystem is the Graphical User Interface 

(GUI), which allows direct manipulation of the graphical representation on the 

screen, which can be done with a keyboard input, a mouse or a joystick. 

The user interfaces of the Online Shopping Administration Subsystem are shown in 

the following pages. 
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Figure 5.24 Login page of Online Shopping Administration Subsystem. 

The first page of this Online Shopping Administration Subsystem is the login 

Page as shown in Figure 5.24. This page only lets authorized user to enter the 

system, where user must key-in valid usemame and password. 
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Supplier ID 
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URL 
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Figure 5.25 Supplier record module. 

After user entered the system successfully, this page will be displayed. 8 

modules are represented in 8 buttons, where user can click on it to select the 

intended module. For this supplier record module, the information of the selected 

supplier will be displayed and the function Modify and Delete button are provided. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

6.I Overview 

This system implementation involves the system development environment, 

Program coding and database development. In this system implementation phase, the 

system requirements and design are converted into program code. This phase always 

involves some modifications to the previous design due to the limitations of the 

programming language used. There are a few tasks involved in the implementation 

phase of this subsystem. 

,.. Install new software 

/\II the required software packa 'CS (c. l, Mucrorncdiu Drcamwcavcr MX, 

PWS) arc installed. 

).. Build Online Shopping System Database 

Database was built according to the database schema specified during system 

design phase. 

,.. Code and test the programs 

Technical design statement, plan for programming and test data developed 

during system design phase are the primary input for this activity. Each 

module in this Online hopping Administration Subsystem was developed 

s 'I anucl and later integrated into a fully functional system once every 

module has been tested successfully. Finally the fully complete Online 

Slioppin • S stem is developed (after the system integration phase). 
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6.2 Coding Style 

The following coding styles arc used throughout the development or the system: 

> Maintainability - codes arc well organized. Task-oriented codes arc 

centrally located. For example, a separate include file that contain procedures 

that can be used to open and close database connection was built to set up the 

connection to Online Shopping System database (let's say the file's name is 

connection.asp). Whenever changes are made upon the database connection 

such as change of database's name, only that single file (connection.asp) is 

required to make changes. 

~ Reusability - task-oriented code· arc easily developed for reuse. especially 

for tasks that cross application bounduri .s. lur cxumpl \ the coding to 

validate the user input is written in function form. Whenever validation is 

required, that particular function is called instead of written the same coding 

again and again. 

> Testability - modules can be tested easily. Modularization breaks up the 

code coverage task into smaller and manageable units. For example, each 

module consists of separate different asp file. Each separate file can be run, 

test and debug easily. 

> Speed - module code can safely b optimized without affecting the calling 

procedures. 

Onlin · Shop] ing drninistration ub ystern was developed using an architecture 

Hpprout.:h, " hich consists or di ffcrcnt I ayers: user interface layer, data layer and 

lrn11s11 .tion layer. 
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6.2.1 User Interface Layer 

The User Interlace layer IS the only portion or the application that is 

responsive to user interaction. The User Interface layer is there when all the data is 

presented to the user and when all inputs or modifications of data are made via 

window objects. The User Interface layer includes all event-handlers or event. They 

are subroutines that are called upon in response to some user interaction (click, 

mouse over) or during the change in status of a window object (form resize, lost 

focus). It also includes those procedures that either fill controls with data or retrieve 

data from controls. In short, User Interface layer perform the following: 

)... Displaying all applications data or information via window objects 

:,... Responding to the changin I stales or window ubj . .ts 
>-- Initiating all user requests 

6.2.2 Data Layer 

The Data layer supplies all data to the User Interface layer for display in 

window objects and all the data to the Transaction layer. The Data layer includes 

any routine that will perform operations on an application data. Its responsibilities 

should include operations such as: 

~ Validating the data in the structure 

)... Formatting of data for display in the User Interface layer 

>-- Formatting of data for the use in the Transaction layer 

:,... Sortine the data in arra s or structures 
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6.2.3 Transaction Layer 

The Transaction layer uses the Data layer as its application data repository 

and tran fcrs or manipulates all dutu to and from an external data source. The 

Transaction layer includes 01 orations such as the following: 

> Initiation I building of all queries 

> Handling violation of external database 

> Controlling all transactional logic 

6.3 Program Optimization 

Program optimization is a process of improving the efficiency of the system. 

The speed al which information appears on the screen often gives the user an 

impression on how well tile I ro tram will perform. There arc z ways in optimizing 

the program: 

1) Increase the execution speed of the program 

;..... A void using variant data types because the variant data requires additional 

internal program standards to identify the information being stored. 

2) Decrease the program size 

> Reviewing codes for unused variants, constants and "dead-code' and remove 

it from the program codes. 

> As igning the string variable to zero-length tring if it is no longer needed. 

6.4 Programming Documentation 

6.4.1 Internal Documentation 

1 ntcrnal comments arc used in providing guidance during the maintenance 

Pht1s · or till: system. ll is a way to let programmer communicate with the readers. 
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Comments arc used to indicate the purpose for the function or the module and to 

describe processing function. 

Header Comment Block is placed at the be iinninu of' each component in a 

set of components. The (ollowin 1 information is included: 

I) The name of the component 

2) The name of the creator 

3) The date the component is written and revised 

4) The purpose of the component. 

Program Comments is placed within the code to provide additional 

information to let the readers understand how the intention is implemented in the 

code. 

Meaningful Variables Names and Sratcmcut Labels arc used where the 

names for the variables <111d statements can reflect their use or meaning. 

Formatting to Enhance Understanding. f ndentation and spacing of 

statements can reflect the basic control structure 

6.4.2 External Documentation 

External documentation is intended to be read by the one who may never 

look at the code. External documentation is the full blown of the thesis report 
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Cl-lAPTEl{ 7: 

SYSTEM TESTING 

7.1 Overview 

There are a few modules in Online Shopping Administration Subsystem. Each 

inoctule is coded and tested separately. After that, these modules have to be integrated and 

tested in a whole system. 

The tester is not the system designer himself The tester ha to ensure each 

tnoclule is running smoothly and each function i performed perfectly. Therefore a king 

lhe tester lo try out the system will test the usability of Ilic llS T i11t ·r!(1 .c, whether the 

rntcr1~1 • · • ace rs self-explanatory or riot, or whether th· t .xtcr know whnt should be the steps 

lakc11 t o run the system. I! the tester !ell messy and complicated while testing out the 

systcin, the user interface should be revised and improved. Advice that is asked from the 

lester is to improve the usability of the interface. Sometimes the misuse of the wordings 

or language in the system might mislead the users. 

7.2 The Testing Process 

Except for small program . system hould not be tested as a single, monolithic 
LI • 

nit. Large systems are built out of sub-sy tern . which arc built out of module , which 

are co111posed of I roccdurcs and (unctions. The tc ting proce: s should therefore proceed 

111 Sl·i l' I . . . j . II . . . . I ' s w 1 T • t ·st 11112, 1s c11T1c ( ut mcrcmcnta y 111 conjunction with system 
1'11D1c111 

'llli1I ion The Ill Ost ' idclv used testing process consists of five stages: 
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7.2.t Unit Testins 
b 

This is a small unit testing where testing arc done on individual components ofthe 

Y lcm to ensure thnt they operate correctly. l2nch function is tested independently, 

Without other sy tern components. The levels, which are tested, are basically at the field 

level/form level. In this system, Online Shopping Administration Subsystem is tested by 

form or document submission and input validation. 

> Form I Document Submission 

The feedback message will show whether the document is submitted 

successfully. Another way to verily is by checking the database and sec 

whether the data arc already ins .rtcd i11 th· dutubus ·or not. 

>-- Input Validation 

Input validation is to test the inserted data whether they arc valid and 

according to the spcci ficd criteria. Each con cl i ti on of the criteria is entered into 

the form/field and tested. If the input is incorrect, a pop-up message will 

appear to warn the user. 

7·2.2 Module Testing 

A module is a collection of dependent components such as an object cla , an 

abstract data type or some looser collection of pr cedurcs and functions. The main 

Obj c [' 
C rve Of' doing module testing i (O le t the interfacing and integration between the 

lcstc I . 
c units that form the module and to test the integration between the modules that 

lc)r11 I 1th..: syst ·111. 

Th· modul ·s arc tested wirh some dummy data. If an error occurs, the related 
~I'. 

l(li· lo llHtl unit is .hc .kcd ;111d then modified. Then, these units are integrated until no 
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error occurs on the integration module. Sometimes the error is due to the integration 

coding of the units. Ir this is the case, the integration code has to be cheeked in all related 

units. Another po sibility or the error occurrinu in module integration is misspelling the 

name of the databa e files. 

7.2.3 Subsystem Testing 

This phase involves testing collections of modules, which have been integrated 

into sub-systems. Sub-systems may be independently designed and implemented. The 

Inost common problems that arise in large software are sub-systems interface 

Inismatches. The sub-system test should therefore concentrate on the detection of 

1nte1·l'ac b · 1 · · I · 1· e errors y rigorous y cxcrcismu t icsc inter a .cs. 

7·2.4 System Testing 

The sub-systems arc integrated to make up the entire system. The testing process 

is concerned with finding errors, which result from anticipated interactions between sub 

systems and system components. It is also concerned with validating that the system 
f 
Ltlfills the functional and non-functional requirements. System testing can be categorized 

into a few types: 

1) Recovery testing 

Recovery testing is a system te t that forces the oftware to fail in a variety of 

ways and verifie that rcco er i pr perly performed. If recovery is automatic 

(performed by th' · t rn its ~11). reinitialization, check pointing mechanisms, 

dnt<1 recovery and re tart are evaluated for correctness. If recovery requires 

hu111n11 intcrv .ntion, the mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) is evaluated to 

d ·t .rminc whether it is within acceptable limits. 
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2) Security testing 

Security attrn1pls to verily lltat protc ·tio11 111c .hanisms built into a system will 

protect il from improj er penetration. During security testing, the tester plays 

the role(s) or the individual who desires to penetrate the system. The tester 

will type In the fi I address (for example, 

http://localhost/osm/prepaid_card_form.asp) 111 order to ga111 unauthorized 

access to the part of the system that they are not al lowed to access. 

3) Stress testing 

This is to determine the program fulfills the requirements defined for it. It is 

equally important lo en .urc that tile pro 1r;1111 works, as il shouk] ·v ·11 under 

extreme conditions. In order lo p .rform stress t .stiu •, .x · .utc the system in a 

manner that demands resources in abnormal, quantity, frequency or volume. 

4) Performance testing 

For real-time and embedded systems, software that provides required function 

but does not conform to performance requirements is unacceptable. 

Performance testing is designed to test the run-time performance of software 

within the context of an integrated system. Performance testing occurs 

throughout all steps in the te ting proces . 

7.3 Test Data 

S<1111pk data is nc .d xl lo pr 'I nrc and k eye i 111 for execution. Sample output is 

lhun 
'01111 urcd with lite a .tual results to find errors. There are 3 basic types of test data 
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1) Normal test data 

Normal test data will provide a simple test Lo determine whether the program 

is error-prone or error-free. 

2) Extreme test data 

Extreme test data will test how well the system in handling huge amounts of 

data without affecting the overall system's accuracy and efficiency. 

3) Stress test data 

Stress test data is performed where errors are keyed into the system 

intentionally. The purpose is to determine how the system will react and 

hand le incorrect data. 

7,4 Online Shopping Administrution ubsysrcm Testing 

The following arc the final test cases for each module. The results were correct 
fi or all of them. 

~~ . o. 
Test Condition Expected Result Pass/Fail Remarks 

IJ- 
User enters valid username Access is granted Pass - 

and password and clicks where main page is 

'2--- 
"Login" button. displayed. ,...__ 

User enters invalid username Access is denied where Pass - 

and password and click alert message i 

"L ogin" button. displayed. 
IJ- ,__ 

User .li .ks "Louin" button Alert message will be Pass - 

Without inter uscrnarnc or prompted. User must 

Pass, ord or both. enter uscrnamc and 
"-·- 
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r---- 

password before lo iins 

the system. 

~ U er with user level adrnin I All the modules can be Pas - 

entered the system selected from the main 

page. Add, search, 

read, update and delete 

operation is granted. 

rs- User with user level admin2 All the modules can be Pass - 

entered the system selected from the main 

pa •1.: cxcludinu lhe us T 

munn rem .m module. 

Add, search, read, 

update and delete 

operation is granted. 

6- 
User with user level general I, All the modules Pass - 

general2 and management excluding the prepaid 

entered the system. card module and user 

management module 

can be selected 11·0111 

the main pag . Only 

search and read 

operation are granted. 
I 

lJscr clicks on every buttons User will be redirect to Pass - 
. ......_ 

·- 
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r--_ 

that represent each module. appropriate web page. 

8 User clicks on the "/\dd" The lorm to add new Pass - 

button provided in each record is displayed. 

module. 
rg- 

User clicks on "Add to Alert message will be Pass - 

database" button without prompted. User must 

filled up the mandatory fields. filled up the mandatory 

field before submit the 

form 

IQ- User fills up information in ·- Alert 111eSSiJ re will be Pass - 

wrong formal into the prompted. User 1T1ust 

provided field and clicl son filled up information in 

"Ad ' correct format before d to database' button. 

E.g. enter alphabet into submit the form. 

number field, enter date value 

Without following the 

requirement 

(MM/DD/YYYY). 

If[ 
User fills up the form A new page i Pa s - 

correctly without miss up any di played where user 

mundiltor 1 field and click· on can review the entered 

th' "Add to dutabns ·"button. information. 
II)~ 

1\1 th · r .vicw pugc, user 
.. 

Alert message will be Pass - 
'-·- 

I I ~ 
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r-- 

clicks on the "Add to prompted to confirm 

databa e" button. the proceeding of' the 

add operation. 
~ 

13 User click "OK" on the alert Add operation is Pass - 

message. conducted where new 

record is added into the 

database. 

'14 User clicks "Cancel" button The add operation is Pass - 

on the alert message aborted. 

r-rs- User clicks "Back" button in User will be redire .t Lo Puss - 
each module . the previous pag . 

~ User clicks "Search" button Alert message will be Pass - 

Without entered any keywords prompted. User must 

or made any selection. entered the search 

keywords or at least 

made one selection to 

begin the searching. 

'17-- User enters at least one The search re ult will Pas - 

keyword or make one be di pla din a new 

selection and cli k n the pao . ll the records 

eurch" butt n. that found will be 

di played in row. If no 

record was found, .....__ __ 
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r---- 

message "no records 

found" wi 11 be 

di played. 

~ At the search result page, user The details of the Pass - 

clicks on the provided requested record are 

hyperlink to view the details displayed in a new 

of the record. page. 

'TY ~ At the view details page, user A new page with all the Pass - 

clicks "Modify record" details of the selected 

button. record is display .d and 

the details arc 

presented in editable 

form. 

'2u ,__ User clicks on "Save Alert message will be Pass - 

changes" button by deleting prompted. User must 

the data in the mandatory fill up the mandatory 

fields. field before submit the 

form 

'21 ,__ User modi ties the information Alert me age will be Pass - 

tn wrona format into the prompted. User must 

Provided field and .licks on filled up information in 

"S correct format before 'ave chun • .s" button. 

submit the form . 
.. 
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22 User modifies the information A new page is Pass - 

correctly without miss up any displayed where user 

mandatory field and clicks 011 can review the entered 

the ' Save changes" button. information. 

)3 
At the review page, user Alert message will be Pass - 

clicks on the "Add to prompted to confirm 

database" button. the proceeding of the 

update operation. 

'24 User clicks "OK" on the alert Update operation is Pass - 

message. conducted where the 

record is updated into 

the database. 

~ 
,_ 
User clicks "Cancel" button The update operation is Pass - 

on the alert message aborted. 

~ - At the view details page, user A review page to Pass - 

clicks on the "Delete record" confirm with the delete 

button. operation is displayed. 

~ ~ 
At the review page, user Alert me sage will be Pass - 

clicks "Delete record" button. prom ptcd to con ti rm 

with the delete 

operation. 

~ t- 

User .li .ks "OK" on th· alert Delete operation is Pass - 

in 'ssn • ·. conducted where the 
'-.._ 
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,___ 

record is deleted from 

the dutabasc. 

29 User clicks "Cance I'' button The delete operation is Pass - 

on the alert message aborted. 

~ In the product delivery and If the amount of the Pass - 

stock update module, user ordered product is less 

clicks "update delivery" the amount in stock, 

button. update operation is 

allowed. Current stock 

is the amount of 

product in dutnbnsc 

lcducts the amount or 

the ordered product. 

The amount of product ' 

in database will be 

updated. However if 

the amount of the 

ordered product is 

more than the amount 

in stock. update 

op ration is denied and 

alert mes ·age will be 

displayed . 
......._ - 
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,.__ 
31 In the new information Customer will be Pass The generate 

generator mod ulc, user c I icks .lussificd to different process involve 

on the "Generate" button to clas labels by using many database 

create customer class label. classification rule. select and 

insert 

operation. 

Therefore the 

process is time 

consuming. 

3r- In the new information t\11 customer class Pass - 

generator module, user clicks labels will be cleared. 

on the" .lcar" button to clear 

customer class label. 

'33 User clicks on "logout" User will redirect to the Pass - 

button. login page. User must 

reenter username and 

password to login the 

system. 

34-- ,_ User logins the ystem but System will be times Pa s - 

leave the s tern id le :1 flcr I 0 ut niter 10 minutes. 

n1inutcs. t\ll 'I' that us 'r .lick s 'r \ i II be redirect to 

on ony button. login page and must 

reenter username and -......__ 
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r----_ 

password lo login the 

system. - 35 User types in the file address U er will be redirect to Pass - 

(for example, the login page. User 

http://localhost/osm/main.asp) cannot gain access to 

to skip the login page. the system by skipping 

the login page. 

~ Authorized user with user User will be redirect to Pass - 

level other than Adm in I types the main page. User 
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CI-IAPTER 8: DISCUSSION 

8.1 Problems Encountered And Solution 

Various problems were encountered throughout the development of Online 

Sh pping Administration Subsystem: 

8.1.1 Defining The System Scope Due To The Wide Area Of Study 

The online shopping application is not new in the market. There are many 

more that is available from the Internet. At the beginning, I faced difficulty to 

determine the features and functions that I should include in the system because of 

limited information gathered. In order to really understand the online .hopping 

administration's work now, much li11H.: was spent in iath .riu 1 th· iuformutiou of 

user's needs cine.I askin 1 people !'or th ·ir opinions. 13 .sidcx that, research and reading 

on the books also helped me i11 dctcrminin 1 the features that I should include in my 

system. 

8.I.2 Program Coding 

Basically the problem encountered in web pages coding involves the HTML 

coding, VB scripting, Java scripting and ASP programming especially the study of 

ASP which is very crucial to the development or the system. Most or the coding and 

cripting problems were encountered in the early tagc or the system development. 

This is due to the ambiguir, and In k or understanding in the early stage. To 

t1ndL:rsl<111d such ;i lurgc <1111 runt or in!' rrnation in a short time was not an easy task. 

The 011! 1 solution to overcome is to adopt a divide-and-conquer approach by 

lirst conccntrutinu <11H.J understanding the basic concepts of the programming. As the 

dcv ·lop111 'Ill o!' the system 'OCS Oil, the understanding gradually builds up and 1110Sl 

ol'th1.: prob] 'll1S encountered in the earlier stagt.: WCI'(.: overcame easily. 
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8.1.3 Retrieving Data And Inserting Data Into A Rccordset 

There were several issues that need lo be examined before retrieving data 

from the rccordsct. /\t the .arly stu re or the project, it was di fficult to understand 

how the database actually works. l3ut alter referring the reference books, I came to 

understand the requirements that need to be done before retrieving the data from the 

database. 

8.1.4 Understanding The Error Messages 

The error messages derived from the Personal Web Server (PWS) usually 

consist of error code and error message that are sometime vague and unclear of the 

cause. Understanding the error mcssa zcs was a constant struu ile because 1 need to 

continue debugging, correcting, undoinu <111d tcstin • it until the program i correct. 

By rcfcrrinu to reference books and ask in r friends, some errors were solved easily 

With a clear understanding of why the error occurred but some were solved without 

knowing why the errors occurred or why the solution works. Through the trial and 

error process, I can conclude that more experience and practice in ASP is the way to 

understand what is the cause of the error message. 

8.1.5 Understanding And Applying Data Mining 

Due to lack of knowledge in data mining, a lot of time was used to 

understand the concept f data mining and how to apply the concept into the system. 

But after rcfcrrinu th' reference book , I finally able to understand and implement 

data mininu t .chniqu · in th s -stern. 
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8.1.6 Lack Of True Customer Information 

I faced difficulty lo gain customer information needed in my system 

database. Therefore I forced to create the information I needed in the database in 

order to le t the data mining technique that I have applied in the system. 

8.2 Evaluation By End Users 

Upon the completion of system testing, user evaluation was conducted to 

assess the overall outlook of the system, effectiveness of the system towards user's 

request and to determine whether the system meets user's needs and expectations. 

The user evaluation form can be obtained from appendix Eat the end of the report. 

Following is the result of the user evaluation forms: 

' ,.. User Interface Design 

Most of the user found that Ilic system user interface design is attractive and 

consistent. The color combination is appropriate. Text style in the web pages 

is easy to read. 

>-- The way to present data 

Most of the user satisfied with the way of the system to present the requested 

data. They can easily search, add, modify and delete data. Not much of time 

is needed to learn how to use the system. 

>- Effectiveness of the system 

Most of the user agreed that the system is effective and meets user 

requirements and expectations. 
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8.3 System Strength 

8.3.1 Easy Management And Maintenance 

The system allows the users lo manage and maintain the system easily 

through user-friendly graphical u er interface. User can add, search, delete and 

update the data in the database just by a 'click' on the button. Users need not write 

and run any SQL statement in order to add, change or query the data in the database. 

8.3.2 User Friendly Graphical User Interface 

The GUI was designed to have an uncluttered look to ease the user to 

manage the system. Buttons was clearly and appropriately labeled. It has a very 

user-friendly and consistent environment that is similar lo other windows 

application. This will shorten the lcarnin • curve and reduce the training cost which 

involves money and time. 

8.3.3 Informative Messages 

The system will prompt error messages to the user whenever the user 

attempts to perform an illegal action. It also provides message after the user has 

completed a certain task. These messages are very helpful and important to the users 

because it provides up-to-date information to users about what is going on and what 

has been done to the ystcm. 

8.3.4 Authorization And Authentication 

E ·r user has a login name and password where only the authorized users 

ur · nllowcd to access the system. Both discretional access control and multilevel 

ll<.:ccss control arc used in till: system where only user with user level "admin l '' i 

nllow lo access whole system whereas other users with other user level arc not 
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allowed to access user management module and prepaid card module. For user level 

other than "admin I" and "admin?" me restricted lo read operation only (add, update 

and delete operation arc not p .rmitt ·d). Th' lo iin pa •e will he displayed to the user 

first ii' the user attempts to enter the system before logging in. 

8.3.S User Input Validation 

All the user inputs will be validate with client-side script, which is JavaScript 

before process by server in order to avoid unnecessary server-side processing and to 

speed up system response to user request. Besides that validation is also conducted 

with server-side script, which is ASP. Double validation must be used in the ystern 

because some browsers might have disable client-side script or cannot support 

JavaScript. In case of the OCCUtTe11ce oJ' tiiis 1-i11cJ of situation. llSCI" input validation 

still can work with server-sides .rip]. 

8.3.6 Im proved 1~ uncrionality 

The New Information Generator Module in the system is the new suggested 

function to add on to the system. This module applied the data mining technique 

Where user information such as favorite, industry involved, buying record is used to 

identify customer class label (e.g. buy computer, buy cosmetic and buy fashion). 

Then Administrator can use these new information to interact with customer in a 

tnore per onal way. 

8.4 System Constraints 

l)uc to time .onstraints, Online Shopping Administration Subsystem does 

not inclut] ·;ill th· [uuctionnl modules that a complete administration system should 

h11v ·. So1nc ol' tile modules have been simplified to show the rough skeleton of what 

th· husi · ndministratio» system should do. 
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8.4.I Lack Of Functional Modules 

This system docs not really reflect a real Online Shopping Administration 

System. It can be considered as a miniature of a complete administration system. 

Currently the available functional modules in the system are limited. This is due to 

the lack of sufficient information collected during data collection. 

8.4.2 Database Not Encrypted 

The database is not secured enough because all the information are stored in 

a plain text form rather than in an encrypted format. 

8.4.3 Lack Of Accuracy 

Since I faced difficulty in iathcrinu the real customer information needed in 

the system database, I forced to create false data to test the New Information 

Generator Module that T have developed. Therefore the accuracy of the new 

generated information is forced to sacrifice. However with all the tested data, I am 

able to prove that this module is functioning well and have achieved the goal of the 

module. 

8.5 Future Enhancements 

8.5.I Provide More Functionality 

As mentioned abo \ this nline Shopping Administration Subsystem does 

not rcllc ·t the real adrnini tration system. Therefore, there should be additional 

modules to t c included in the system to enhance the capability of the system. For 

'Xilmpl ·. the modules, which can be included, are printing the customer's order, 

h<1vi11 ' sul ·s report, ·t ·. 
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8.5.2 Improve Accuracy Of The New Generated Customer 

Information 

To improve the accuracy of the 111..:w icncrutcd customer information, real 

and laruc customer information must be obtained. Besides that calculation must be 

conducted to determine the root attribute to be use in building the decision tree and 

finally convert the decision tree to the classification rules. 

8.6 Knowledge And Experience Gained 

Knowledge gained throughout the development of the system i r ally 

valuable. Knowledge was gained on Internet development environment, the Internet 

technologies, programming codinu and .on .cpts and as well as web-server 

configuration. Besides that ioocl sollwurc c111i11 .crin 1 I· .hniqucs arc also important 

in dcvclopin I (l system. I Icrc, theories and knowlcd I' ruined durinu the course or 

Information Technology like System Analysis and Design and Software Engineering 

Were literally put into practice. There was also an exposure to the software tools 

such as Personal Web Server (PWS), Microsoft Access, Macromedia Dreamweaver 

MX and some popular programming languages (e.g. ASP, JavaScript and VBScript) 

Besides that, the knowledge gained from this project is the awareness of 

user's needs. It was found that users need a user-friendly environment, a readable 

homepage and clear in truction and uuidnncc. And the programmer need to find 

and organize the information acquired and analyze the behavior. 

Tiler· urc im: rovcmcnt: in skills or finding information, classifying fields, 

solvin 1 problems und indc: cndcntly plan and accomplish the project on schedule 

witlioul 11111 ·h supervision. 

No doubt that experience has been gained and new knowledge has been 

ii .quir xl. Mor· importantly, the process 01· dnin 1 it h<1s been an exposure to me on 
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how to really plan and work on a project. One important thing I realized is that it is 

really useful and important lo have an up-to- late knowledge and information with 

the fast and ever chun iin i t .chnolo iy or information technology. This project is 

really beneficial to me in helping me to prepare n ysclf [or the working environment 

in future. 

8.7 Conclusion 

Building a web-based application package is a challenging task. A lot of 

research, time and effort have been involved in making this project successful and in 

fulfilling the tasks requirements. A comprehensive knowledge in building a web 

based application is also necessary and important especially knowledge about the 

client and server. It is because they ar · the m;1i11 co1111rn111i .atiun lcatur · to a web 

based application. 

In conclusion, Online Shopping Administration Subsystem was completed 

on time and integrated with Online Shopping Submission And Processing 

Subsystem successfully. It has actually reached its objectives in developing a more 

useful Online Shopping System that can interact in a more personal way with the 

customers. The system is easy to learn and use where users can master it within a 

short learning time. 
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